
Clifford Irving says Howard Hughes

looks like this-but did he ever see him?
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year's best mid-size value.
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body/frame construction
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Torino.
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Wooden ships, iron men
and some tall stories

Littered with the wrecks ofcenturies, South-West Africa's Skeleton Coast

would seem to be loaded with enough lore about desperate castaways

and abandoned treasure to make it a natural storybook favorite. But

the coast hasn't been much written about by romancers, adventurers

—or journalists. For one thing, the region is almost inaccessible. For

another, the South African government, which administers South-West

Africa, is suspicious of most foreign journalists, fearing they will write

hostile stories about the politics of the territory's black homelands.

Photographer George Silk found this out when he arrived to pho-

tograph the story that begins on page 54. "At first," he says, "they

thought that all my talk about the Skeleton Coast was merely a ruse

to do a political story."

From the very outset, Silk heard tales and legends about wrecks along

the coast, and as soon as he got clearance he began checking out some of

the stories. "1 explored as much of the 1,000-mile coastline as I could

by Land-Rover, but 1 didn't have much luck. Even when the stories

sounded plausible, I'd often find nothing. The sea

storms and the shifting sands are constantly bury-

ing the old wrecks—and occasionally uncovering

new ones."

Silk's luck changed when he met a French pilot

from Algeria named Migeatte, who "knew more

about the coast than anyone I'd met." Together

they explored over halfthe coast in Migeatte's char-

ter plane, while Silk photographed wrecks, old

ghost towns, and the region's sparse vegetation.

Migeatte proved to be a great storyteller, al-

though most of his tales provided nothing for Silk

to photograph. "He told me once that he had flown

a geologist to the coast for a survey," says Silk.

"There the man found a shack built from old boat

timbers, and poking around inside he discovered skeletons and the re-

mains of the high leather boots worn by the early Spanish conquerors.

The tops were shredded, clearly showing human teeth marks where the

victims had been gnawing in their last desperate moments." Migeatte

would wave his hand expansively at the coastline. "There arc dozens of

stories of treasure ships foundering here. In the 18th century an East In-

diaman left India loaded with the jewels and riches of the Great Mogul,

one of the greatest fortunes ever to have been shipped by sea. The ship

went aground on this coast, and it is thought the crew buried much of

the treasure. One of the three survivors produced a map when he reached

London. But all efforts to find this cache have been useless."

One day, Migeatte showed Silk the tip of a mast slicking out of the

sand. "That's the Cawdor Castle," he said. "Her hull's 60 feet under.

She went aground about 70 years ago with a cargo of whiskey. Miners

from a nearby town were drunk for weeks. When they saw she was sink-

ing in the sand they salvaged as many of the cases as they could and hid

them near a well-marked dune. Later, when the thirst hit again, they re-

turned and were appalled to find that the shifting sands had formed an im-

mense new dune, burying their cache beneath thousands of tons of sand.

Someday," Migeatte concluded, "when the sands shift again, some lucky

traveler is going to be in for a hangover no one will believe."

GEORGE SILK

Ralph Graves, Managing Editor
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In a black area of Gwelo. Rhodesia, rioting res- tentative agreement on constitutional provisions

idents jeer at a white policeman and his snarling to increase black political rights gradually. But

dog. The British government and Premier Ian the blacks, long oppressed and suspicious.

Smith's all-white Rhodesian regime had reached derided the plan-and many reacted violently.



It might have been Prime Minister Edward the treaty that would make it all official when
Heath's finest hour. Having campaigned SPLAT! a large well-aimed glob of black

successfully for Britain's entry into the Com- ink caught him just under the right ear. His

mon Market, he was entering the austere assailant was a 31 -year-old German woman
precincts of Brussel s Egmont Palace to sign living in England named Karen Cooper.
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Questioned later, she did not dwell on the sent off to the embassy for a clean suit,

Common Market, but seemed very upset a charlady appeared with a mop and, be-

about a London redevelopment scheme she neath the slightly stunned gaze of a young

claimed had been plagiarized by govern- guard, dignity, blemished but intact, reas-

ment authorities. Police removed her. Heath serted itself again at the Egmont Palace.
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With spatters of snow float-

ing by the floodlights, fire-

men and police in Hamden,
Conn, haul 15-year-old

Brad Crerar out of Peter's

Pond. A little hockey after

school seemed like a fine

idea— until the ice broke.

In a bare grim chamber in

Willowbrook State School

on Staten Island, a mongol-

oid boy squats his life

away. At seven each night

he is put to bed in a ward

with 69 others, at seven

each morning he is put

here. If he doesn't make a

noise or dirty himself—and

even if he does-he might

not be moved, or spoken

to, or touched until night.

Willowbrook is the world's

largest mental institution.

Right now, because of se-

vere budget cuts and leg-

islative indifference that al-

lowed funds to be frozen,

it is among the worst. Vast-

ly understaffed (40 patients

to one attendant, against

the proper ratio of four to

one) and overcrowded (ca-

pacity 4,500, actual patient

count 5,200), Willowbrook

is no longer able to relieve

suffering, much less to help

the handicapped live up to

their potential. In response

to public protest, New York

Governor Nelson Rocke-

feller has released some
already-allocated funds.



Plunging through the air at approximately 125

mph, 6,500 feet above Perris, Calif., these

sky divers are about to set a new world rec-

ord for a group jump—once the three strag-

glers catch up. They succeeded in staying

together for three seconds, then broke apart,

pulled ripcords and drifted safely to earth.





THE PRESIDENCY

BY HUGH SIDEY

The peace quest: one more try

The angry arguments about Vietnam peace

proposals have gone on almost as long as

the war. And even now, in the wake of Pres-

ident Nixon's disclosure of a secret peace

proposal which he says North Vietnam ig-

nored for many months, the outcry from po-

litical contenders and sideline critics will no

doubt go right on.

It is an odd ritual they go through—dis-

secting phrases and interpreting moods

—and it has been virtually meaningless for

a long time. The cry for a settlement has

been sincere, out of the anguish of this war,

but almost anyone who bothered to pause

and listen to the White House came away

with a feeling of the hopelessness ofmaking

any kind of reasonable deal with Hanoi.

There have been papers and parts of

books written about what might have been

negotiated way back in Lyndon Johnson's

time if he and Secretary of State Dean Rusk

had just opened their eyes. But in large part

these were exercises in fantasy. Johnson

struck his Alamo pose mainly for domestic

consumption and maybe he never quite said

the peace words just the way his antagonists

thought he should. But he was there at the

end ofone ofseveral dozen telephones night

and day
—"open as a brood sow," as he del-

icately put it. Anybody worth a damn in di-

plomacy, East or West, knew that he was the

original compromiser and the coiner of the

pithy aphorism: "Half a loaf—hell, I'd ac-

———~—

cept a slice." Nobody even offered a slice.

It is true that Nixon and his assistant

Henry Kissinger came in breathing new

hope that somehow the North Vietnamese

were reasonable people—as. often to our

sorrow, we persistently believe the Russians

to be. That raised anticipations again. Nix-

on sat up in his room with his yellow legal

pad and thought maybe a little saber-rat-

tling from the old Communist fighter would

do the trick. And Henry Kissinger, when

he used to be in the humble basement of-

fice, paced his narrow quarters and chopped

the air with his hands and could almost

taste that moment when the news would

be flashed around the world that Hanoi

had seen the light, had at last been con-

vinced of the unity of the American spirit

behind Richard Nixon's plan to end the

war and wanted to stop the fighting and

make a real deal. That didn't work any bet-

ter. And again, if one stopped to listen and

look, one could detect the slow anguished

collapse of these dreams. In the last months,

not even Kissinger—by this time in a grand

new office above ground—brought up the

issue very much, although he never really

gave up that last bit of hope that some mir-

acle might materialize. If his guests raised

the question of negotiations, he would take

off his spectacles and give them a polish,

hold them up and peer through them at

the light, then say in a very low voice,

"When the record of this administration

is known, you will see that we tried ev-

erything humanly possible to negotiate a

settlement." More of the record is known
now and he is not far off.

Have we reached the end of the il-

lusion at last? Not quite. The pop-

ular criticism is that Nixon has dealt

with the domestic politics of peace but has

done nothing to end the Indochina fight-

ing. The record by now should show even

the most casual observer that the idea of

reaching a negotiated settlement never has

been much more than a domestic political

gambit. Was there really ever much logic

in the assumption that the North Vietnam-

ese would sue for peace back in Johnson's

time when they were winning the war? Of
course not. Was there any more real sense

in the notion that Hanoi would be so im-

pressed by our plans for Vietnamization

and pacification that they would come to

the table rather than have the Americans

stay around one extra minute? Not much

more. Vietnamization may in the end work

out better than many have thought, but

the returns are a long way off.

We come back to the fact of life in 1972.

The American involvement in Vietnam is

ending. It is not ending as Nixon and Kis-

singer wanted it to end, cleanly and neatly,

with a signing ceremony in Geneva. It is

not ending as soon as the critics wanted it

to end, nor is all the fighting in Indochina

going to stop as everybody would like. But

given who Richard Nixon is, and whence

his political strength comes, and the state

of international politics, it is not a bad

outlook.

Nixon himself has made the prisoner-of-

war issue far more of an obstacle to Amer-

ica's final exit than it should have been. But

not even that seems big enough now to halt

the inexorable grinding down, the inevitable

departure of virtually all United States

troops from Vietnam, the end to American

casualties by summer. The armchair gen-

erals contend that if North Vietnam launch-

es a major attack, as the real generals have

been predicting for two years, then Nixon

will have to respond with continuous and

massive air assaults and even stepped-up

American ground action.

The large truth, however, is that if that

happens, we will more likely than not have

a new President next year who will end our

involvement. If there was ever a man who
understands that, it is Richard Nixon.

Cot
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Roomfor five.Roofforfree.

When you buy our specially-equipped

Plymouth Gold Duster, you can get the

canopy vinyl roof at no extra charge.

The way it works is, we're not charging
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interior vinyl trim and a few other specified
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bargain. Because, for the money, the Duster

is one small car that has a lot to offer.
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adults comfortably. . .to an economical 198

cubic inch Slant Six engine ... to its unibody
construction for strength and torsion-bar sus-

pension for good handling.

Besides all this, we're committed to

building our cars to run better and last longer

than any we've ever built.

And that includes the Duster.

You can see the specially-equipped
Gold Duster at your Chrysler-Plymouth
Dealer's.
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The Sealy
Posturepedic
Promise:

No morning
backache
from sleeping
on a too-soft
mattress*

Sealy Posturepedic doesn't make
an ordinary firm mattress. We creat-

ed the unique back support system.

First we put in extra coils.

And positioned them to give you

more support. Then we firmed up the

edges, where ordinary mattresses

first start to sag. "

"
And we replaced the old-fash-

ioned box springs with a torsion bar

foundation. To work together with the

mattress. For better all-around support.

But frankly, we didn't do all^.

this by ourselves. Sealy Posturepedic

is designed in cooperation with lead-

ing orthopedic surgeons for firm

comfort. To promise you no morning

backache from sleeping on a too-soft

mattress. To promise

you a good night,

and a good morning.

SEALY
POSTUREPEDIC
The unique back support system.

Posturopedic Imperial $99.95* «a. pc, twin or full size.Queen size set $279 95* King size set, 3 pc,- $399 95* Posturepedic Prestige from $129.95* ea. pc, twin or full lis



The Sealy
Comfort Guard
Promise:

A$69?5 mattress
with a cover
from a $99?f

A Prvctut**n«*rlir.

There's a reason our $69.95

Anniversary Sale Special looks just

like our most expensive mattress.

The Sealy Comfort Guard has

the same elegant damask cover that

was on the Posturepedic Imperial—
a mattress that sold for $30 more.

Cover to coils, there's not a

greater value. Layers of puffy

cushioning plus firm inner support

from hundreds of coils. And, Sealy's

exclusive Dura-Gard foundation.

Hurry in and take advantage
of this special Anniversary Sale price.

You'll get more for your money.
We promise.

91st Anniversary Sale.
Sealy Comfort Guard $69 95* ea pc , twin oi full tize

Queen i.ze iel $199.95' King uze *et, 3pc , $299 95*

Other special value*
Sealy Mitacle Guard $79.93* ea. pc , twin or full me

j
Sealy Health Guard $59 95* ea pc, twin or full tif.
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LIFE MOVIE REVIEW

Future shlock

and family affairs

THREE PROBLEMS IN COMMUNICATION

For a director like Stanley Kubrick, a novel like

Anlhony Burgess*s A Clockwork Orange must

have seemed an irresistible challenge. Kubrick is

essentially a daring imagist, yet he has twice be-

fore been tempted by projects that pose powerful

problems of language for the lilm maker. One was

an attempt, largely unsuccessful, to translate the

dazzling and delicate literacy of Vladimir Nabo-

kov's Lolila into a screenplay. The other was a

largely successful attempt, in 2001 . to make a quite

complex metaphysical argument without resort to

any but the most banal vocabulary.

In the Burgess novel. Kubrick confronts a work

that depends very little on plot or characters to

sustain our interest, and a great deal on a unique

"Droogs" get kicks from tormenting an old man

verbal conceit—an imagined teen-age slang

("Nadsat") of the near future in which Alex, the

protagonist, narrates the key fragment of his au-

tobiography. Composed mostly of transliterated

Russian words that we are asked to believe have

unconsciously penetrated English, this language

is easy enough to understand on the printed page.

It would probably have been incomprehensible

as spoken dialogue, however, and so Kubrick

used only a few pinches of it. His problem, there-

fore, is to make up for its absence by finding

some visual equivalent.

This he entirely fails to do, and the loss is pro-

found. In Burgess's 1962 novel, the richness and

wit of the invented language provide an ironic

counterpoint to the impoverished imaginative life

of the mildly socialist and totalitarian society

where the story takes place. They also serve to dis-

tance us from the violence that is the only activity

in which Alex and his "droogs" find real {i.e., sex-

ual) pleasure, and to prevent us from sharing por-

nographieally in that pleasure. Most important, it

is the very existence of this language that allows

Burgess to demonstrate implicitly, without resort

to special pleas. Alex's virtue as a human being.

It, along with his odd passion for Bach and Bee-

thoven, suggests an aesthetic awareness and a cre-

ative potential for which the materialistic state can

offer no outlet. Thus, when the state undertakes

his forcible reeducation through a combination of

drug therapy and behaviorist reconditioning, we

understand that his loss of the capacity to do evil

is a minor tragedy, for it implies a loss also of the

creative capacity which the artist closely equates

w ith the ability to do good. Cut men off from the

extremes of the behavioral scale and you doom
them to the grayness of alienation and anomie.

Kubrick works hard, not to say desperately, to

compensate for the absence of Burgess's language,

but it doesn't work. Deprived of their gift of

tongues, his adolescents become just another gang

oftoughs—the Amboy Dukes in future shlock. The

rapes, beatings and murders they commit are still

perhaps "horrorshow" ("good" or "fun" in Nad-

sat), but are comprehensible to us only in the tra-

ditional meaning of the term. Indeed, these activ-

ities, handled briefly by Burgess, are lingered over

by Kubrick, partly out of necessity (there aren't

that many truly cinematic sequences in the novel)

and partly out of commercial cynicism. The rath-

er cold and clinical manner in which he handles

them simply heightens our queasiness.

Having no access to the principal means through

which Burgess had enlisted our sympathetic in-

terest in Alex's fate. Kubrick must resort to crud-

er devices. In the leading role, Malcolm McDow-
ell is directed toward cuteness at every possible

opportunity: the spirit of the Bowery Boys lives

on in his performance. Worse, his victims and

those who victimize him all turn out to be cither

homosexual or neutered somehow, by age. by phys-

ical grotesqueness or by some powerful sublimat-

ing force such as careerism. In short, it is a vi-

ciously rigged game. We are never for a moment
allowed even a fleeting suggestion of sympathy

for anyone else, never permitted to glimpse any

other character of personal magnetism, w it or sex-

ual attractiveness comparable to Alex's. As a re-

sult, the film, though surprisingly faithful to the

plot line of the novel, is entirely faithless to its

meaning. It is no longer a cautionary tale about

how the bureaucratic rage for order creates a hope-

lessly banal social order and a mindlessly mur-

derous youthful rebel class. It is, instead, yet an-

other parable of the war between the generations.

And perhaps the most dishonest one we have yet

had, copping a plea for its chosen people not

through direct statement but through film tech-

nique, what used to be called director's "touch-

es." Happily. Kubrick's hand is slower than the

reasonably educated eye, and most people will

see A Clockwork Orange for—well, a clockwork

orange, an imitation of a living object, given a sem-

blance of animation by mechanical means.

This is a prime example of what goes wrong

when moviemakers get to thinking that they are

intellectuals or social philosophers when they

aren't. Far too many of the "big pictures" of re-

cent months are flawed by this kind of hubris. 1

find myself dreading the thought of other im-

Minnie and Moskowitz, not in that order

The mude-foi -each-olher Bolognas

portant (read self-important) directors laying their

most important ideas on us. Such pleasure as one

can find at the movies these days is more often

found in films that have only the most modest in-

tellectual aspirations. A good recent example is

John Cassavetes's Minnie and Moskowit:, which

stars his wife Gena Rowlands, his friend Seymour
Cassel and just about all the director's relatives.

It is about a thirtyish man at once too direct and

too desperate in his need to find love to be ef-

fective in its pursuit, and a divinely opaque girl

who is the perfect mate for him. Only a loud, in-

genuous fellow could hope to break through her

enigmatic reserve. It is a warm, lovable, exuber-

ant yet somehow unsentimental movie, a succes-

sion of strong scenes strung on a loose story line

and distinguished—as are all the films of our fin-

est actor's director—by daring, inventive perfor-

mances. In it, Mr. Cassavetes has given his wife

the most difficult role of her career, and it is de-

lightful to see what this lovely lady does to bring

a snow queen to life. Even when the story thins

out. all the actors keep bouncing along, succeed-

ing without seeming to try. But after Clockwork

the nicest thing about Mand Mis its refusal to gen-

eralize or to impose a meaning on the humble, fa-

miliar people it makes us care so much about.

Made for Each Other is likewise a family affair,

starring Renee Taylor and Joseph Bologna,

who also wrote the apparently partly autobio-

graphical script. It, too, is about a troubled court-

ship, though in this case both protagonists are

loud, egocentric, and less good-natured in their

neuroses than Cassavetes's crew. They are, how-

ever, very funny—she in her desperate desire for

show-biz success, he in his aggressive defense of

w hat he takes to be the masculine principle. If Min-

nie and Moskowit: is a comedy about failures of

communication, this is one about excessive com-

munication. Nobody can hold back anything in

it. including the bad or insufficiently worked-out

gags. Even so, it successfully captures the nervous

rhythms of a certain kind of hard-charging, nerve-

straining urban life, and some of its set pieces—

a

group analysis session, the tryout of an aw ful new

nightclub act, the dreadful Christmas dinner when

the lough Jewish princess is presented to his mul-

titudinous Italian family—are rough-cut. crudely

set gems. They are honest, artless and strangely

moving, perhaps because they evoke laughter

touched by the bitter universal experience.

by Richard Schickel
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6. Prizes are non-transferable and non-redeemable for cash. No substitutes for

prizes as offered. Only one prize to a family. The odds of winning will be deter-
mined by the number of entries received. All 1,046 prizes will be awarded.

7. Local, state and federal taxes, if any, are the responsibility
of the winners.

B. Open to residents of the Continental United States and
Hawaii only. Entrants must be 21 years of age or older. Em-
ployees and their families of R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., its

subsidiaries and affiliated companies, its advertising agen-
cies and Spotts International are not eligible. Void In Idaho,

Missouri, Washington, Florida, Georgia and wherever else

prohibited or restricted by law. All federal, state and local

laws and regulations apply. To obtain a list of winners, send a
stamped, self-addressed envelope to: Winston 'Down Home'
America Winners, P.O. Box 8227, St. Paul, Minnesota 5S182.
Winners lists will be mailed before June 1, 1972.

NO PURCHASE REQUIRED

OR WIN ONE OF WINSTON'S OTHER GREAT PRIZES

1000
SECOND PRIZES

True Temper
Camping
Tool Kits

Mail to: Winston's 'Down Home' America Stakes

P.O. Box B257, St. Paul, Minnesota 55182

Please enter me in Winston's 'Down Home' America Stakes. Enclosed are two Winston
|

packages, (any size) or the words "Winston Filter Cigarettes" printed in block tetters on a !

3" x 5* piece of paper. I certify that I am 21 years of age or older.

PLEASE PRINT PLAINLY

PHONE NO. _

DEALER'S NAME _

DEALER'S ADDRESS-

Enter as often as you like—no purchase required.

IMPORTANT: To be eligible far your state's drawing, you must write the name of your
state on the outside if the envelope, in the lower left comer.

IIVMtM IOBACCO COUM*

19 mg."tar", 1.3 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette. FTC Report AUG. 71.
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IN EUROPE.WHERE THEY'VE BEEN BUYING

SMALL CARS FOR THREE GENERATIONS.

THEY BUY MORE FIATS THAN ANYTHING ELSE.
For every Volkswagen sold in Italy, 6 Fiats

are sold in Germany.
For every Renault sold in Italy, 2 Fiats

are sold in France.
For every Volvo sold in Italy, 9 Fiats

are sold in Sweden. *

All this becomes even more meaning-
ful when you consider that, over there, they
have fifty different kinds of cars to choose
from.

And that their choice is based on sixty

years of driving these various cars under
conditions that run all the way from the sub-

zero winters ofSweden to the Alpine roads
of northern Italy to the traffic jams of Paris

to the no speed limit driving of the German
autobahn.

Now, if you've been trying to decide
between the dozen or so small cars sold here
in the States, the above facts should make
your decision easier.

After all, when it comes to small cars,

you can't fool a European.

aana
The biggest selling car in Europe. Oversea* delivery arranger! through your dealer.



LIFE TV REVIEW

It's a long, long

way to Ujiji

BBC'S "SEARCH FOR THE NILE"

Finally, NBC is getting into the act

of BBC imports, following the

lead of CBS ( The Six Wives of Henry

VIII), which followed the lead of pub-

lic television ( The Forsyte Saga, The

First Churehilts, etc.), which tells us

somethingcheerless about our domes-

tic disinclination and /or inability to

produce a dramatic scries worth a

damn. We're very good at things like

Leonard Bernstein's inflicting himself

on Beethoven, or proving that Andy
Williams has a family, at least every

Christmas. But when it comes to

mounting an ambitious presentation

of a historical epoch or a major nov-

el, we borrow from the British, per-

haps because they know how to act.

N BC has borrowed The Search jor

the Nile, six hour-long looks at as

motley a crew of Victorian malcon-

tents as you would hope to find out-

side of Lytlon Strachcy's nightmares.

Sir Richard Burton, John Speke,

Samuel Baker, James Grant, Henry

Morton Stanley, even Dr. David Liv-

ingstone—unlovely characters every

one, wheeling and dealing their way

across central Africa for the greater

glory ofGod, the Royal Geographical

Society, the New York Herald and

their memoirs. What they were after

was the source of the world's longest

river, which runs over 4,000 miles

north from its Kagera headstream to

the Mediterranean. What they left be-

hind was a colonial wedge through

which imperialism pushed its pre-

sumptions to ultimate disaster.

Fortunately for BBC producer

Chris Railing, the Victorian explorers

scribbled about everything they saw

everywhere they went. By editing that

19th-century "splendid long-winded-

ness" (the phrase is Thomas Mann's,

who should know) down to six hours

and matching it with breathtaking lo-

cation shots of Egypt, Zanzibar, the

Kalahari Desert, Aden, Lake Victoria,

Ujiji, Murchison Falls, etc., the BBC
has achieved a documentary lhat un-

folds at the leisurely pace of a novel

from the same era. James Mason is

the omniscient narrator.

Like a Victorian novel, The Search

ifor the Nile moves slowly. Like a

Victorian novel, too, the romantic

scenes—especially between Richard

Burton and Isabel Arundell—are em-

barrassingly silly, complete with

averted glances and dolorous violins.

Burton andSpeke at Lake Tanganyika

Unlike a Victorian novel, just about

everybody is villainous. Burton, who
spoke 27 languages "including por-

nography" and w rote books on every-

thing from military science to reptiles,

seems to have been singularly un-

pleasant, as though obnoxiousness

were the only antidote to Victorian

hypocrisy. Speke, who first theorized

that Lake Victoria was the origin of

the Nile, developed the bad habit of

betraying his colleagues. Stanley, of

"Dr. Livingstone, I presume" re-

nown, was said to journey across Af-

rica like "a red-hot poker drawn

across a blanket" and to sleep on a pil-

low of blood. Isabel Arundell proved

to be one of those widows who an-

noy historians by destroying their late

husbands' manuscripts. Only Baker,

who planted vegetables everywhere he

went and refused to trade his blond

Hungarian wife to King Kamrasi of

the Sudd swamp, appears to have

been reasonably decent.

Watching The Search for the Nile

is like swimming in history, even as

that history drains through a crack in

the bottom of our consciousness.

These were the heroes of yesteryear's

imagination; the world was their Silly-

Putty; the BBC is to be congratulated

for not prettifying them. (American

television would have superimposed

someone like Gregory Peck on Bur-

ton, and squashed the character with

earnestness.) Today's heroes, inas-

much as we admit of any, have "the

skin of machinery," are adjuncts of

technological know-how, ride gadgets

to the moon, possess personalities

carved out of Wonder Bread, never

sever the umbilical cord to Houston

Control. We may actually be better

off with our contemporary confusion

about the idea of the hero, the notion

of glory—other people are always get-

ting in the way of heroes and suffering

for it—but dog-paddling in the waters

of the past refreshes and provokes sec-

ond thoughts. Why did I go to the re-

frigerator? Because it was there.

by Cyclops



Eldorado. For people with an instinctive taste for elegance.

A very special car for very special people. Eldorado by Cadillac

It looks to be exactly what it is—the world's most

elegant personal car. And, with its 8.2 litre engine,

it acts the part. Moreover, Eldorado is the only lux-

ury car with front-wheel drive, variable-ratio power

steering and Automatic Level Control.

In addition, you may now specify Amer-

ican-made, steel-belted radial tires (inset) for your

Eldorado. Also available: a Dual Comfort front seat

and Track Master, Cadillac's skid-control braking system. As

the classic coupe shown or as the only luxury con-

vertible built in America, this is motoring at its finest.

Maybe it's presumptuous to imply that any car can

c.hange your life-style. In the case of Eldorado,

maybe not. Judge for yourself when you see

your authorized Cadillac dealer and test-drive the

Eldorado of your choice.

Cadillac Motor Car Division.
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Watch
o classroom

come alive.

There's no more effective way to make the

past come alive than to enable students to

reach out and touch the art and artifacts of

distant cultures.

Once replicas good enough for classroom
instruction were either unavailable or pro-
hibitively expensive. But now Alva, with the
cooperation of the world's great museums,
has put durable, meticulously produced
sculpture replicas within the reach of every
school.

Alva offers educators a varied selection of

professionally-prepared teaching kits and
special sculpture groups, augmenting a col-

lection of more than 500 individual works.

These replicas are currently being used on
all educational levels, and for such varied
disciplines as social studies, art education,
world history and the humanities.

Alva replicas are acknowledged to be the
finest available. Their quality is such that

they are approved or "authorized" by more
than 50 renowned museums, including the
Louvre and the Smithsonian Institution.

For information about Alva's education
programs and discounts,
please write on your school

letterhead.

Milwaukee Art Center
Art institute of Chicago

ALVA MUSEUM REPLICAS, INC.
30-30 Northern Blvd.

Long Island City, N.Y. 11101

A subsidiary of New York Graphic Society. Ltd

A Time Inc. Company

LIFE FOOD REVIEW

A book of grapes without wrath
WINE KEPT UNSIMPLE

A thousand pious frauds assure us

today that we need suffer no

slightest confusion when we turn to

the subject of wine. Motel dining

rooms allow the tourist to order ice-

cold claret by pointing to a number

on the menu if, indeed, he wishes to

stray from such hearteningly pro-

nounceable slakes as cold duck, or is

moved to abandon "the supreme ex-

perience in dining," Lancer's Crack-

ling Rose. Pop wines with names like

Zapple, Ripple, Love, You and

Strawberry Hill present the young

with reassuringly familiar flavors

—among them grape, cola and lemon-

lime. Importers offer the hostess spe-

cial "selections" from the vineyards

of Europe, encourage her to forget

those stodgy ideas about matching red

wine and red meat, and imply that

they will beam with approval if she

serves their brand of Liebfraumilch

with her Hawaiian Beef, Kidney and

Papaya Ragout. Comes now The

World Atlas of Wine by one Hugh

Johnson—an astonishingly knowl-

edgeable Englishman of 34— to give

the bastards pause.

The World Alias is not. as it is wist-

fully billed by Simon and Schu-

ster, "the greatest wine book ever

published"—although it is certainly

several cuts above other "greatest

wine books ever published" which

have been hurried lately into print.

Neither is it. really, a book for the

dabbler or neophyte (although it can-

not possibly do them harm) since it

does not discuss individual vintages

so much as their sources—the soils,

the climates, the grape varieties, the

people and methods of viniculture by

which they are produced in every wine

country in the world. It is a big, heavy

volume -one could knock a somme-

lier flat with one swipe of the damned
thing—and it is packed with complex

and informative maps, with color il-

lustrations and spreads of text which

discuss a vast subject in infinite

detail.

The book contains maps not only

of the C&te de Beaune and of Pauil-

lac and St. Estephe—showing the lo-

cations of hundreds of vineyards,

large and small—but of places like

Portugal's Minho and DSo, Califor-

nia's Cucamonga district and South

Australia's Barossa Valley. It bulges

with fascinating disclosures: how
many oenophiles are aware that the

Merlot grape—so minor a part of the

great growths of Medoc—constitutes

80?; of the mix from which are pro-

duced the wines of St. Emilion and

Pomerol? Who among you out there

can estimate relative wind speeds and

possible sunshine (in kilocalories per

square centimeter) in Germany's

Rheingau? Simply turn the pages of

the atlas and the information will

eventually be yours.

The Wine Nut should welcome the

book and applaud its author, and not

simply because it will help him zap an-

other WN who may attack him with

references to "nose," "breed" or

"bouquet with an underlying aroma

of truffles." The man who tries to

know wines and to predict their na-

tures—like the man who tries to know

cats, women, common stocks or trout

—must expect to be beleaguered by

doubt even as he is electrified by ex-

pectation. Wine, Dionysus be praised,

offers him a better return on his cash

and his cunning than these other

means of venture. A bottle may fail

his taste buds and olfcnd his intellect,

but warm his gullet nevertheless. But

he should not only endure uncertain-

ty; he should press it to his bosom, for

it makes the game and illuminates his

moments of triumph. So ancient and

mysterious a phenomenon as wine is

demeaned by those who would try to

make it simple; it ought to be confus-

ing. The World Atlas of Wine not only

refutes the simplifies but exposes the

error of their ways; nothing published

in years has been so calculated to com-

plicate a naturally complicated field of

thought and indulgence or to provide

worshipers of the grape with more of

those imponderables upon which

their obsession feeds.

by Paul 0'Neil

Co,



New LUCKYTEN
The first low'tar'

m

cigarette that delivers

full flavor.

10 mg.' iar". 0 8 mg. nicotine; av. per cigarette by FIC method.
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YEARS
AGO IN

This week 29 years ago, Life's cover showed

a young navy flier on a date in Casablanca.

The issue itself was filled with grimmer scenes

from early 1943: GIs fighting in the jungles of

Guadalcanal, and dimouts and weapons-mak-

ing on the home front. One little story, howev-

er, stood out gaily against the dark hues of war.

Movie actress Carole Landis—Hollywood's
"Ping Girl" (right)—flew to London to marry

the third of her five husbands, a handsome,

dashing ex-Eagle Squadron captain named
Thomas C. Wallace. They cut an austerity

wedding cake made of cardboard and after a

few days parted, Carole to continue her USO
tour, Wallace to return to his squadron. Two
years later they were divorced, and in 1948

Carole died of an overdose of sleeping pills.
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In our most compulsive

desire to make new
friends we had decided

to give away a whole

truckload of MACK THE
KNIFE . . . master-

piece of Vulcan's art.

At home in kitchen,

glove compartment or

on a camping trip,

self-appointed experts

have nominated versa-

tile MACK "Knife Of

The Year." But, alas,

our generous impulse

was thwarted by one of

our superstitious super-

numeraries who offi-

ciously insisted that

giving away a knife is

very bad luck and in

order not to kill an

incipient friendship (and

to ward off the "evil

eye") we should assess

a token chargel

Reluctantly giving in to

this troglodyte we
agreed to charge Si for

MACK (although it lists

for S4.95 In our

Catalog). AND—that

isn't all. For that same
St we'll also send you

our COLOR-FULL
CATALOG AND—A S2

GIFT CERTIFICATE

(good for your first

purchase). If you think

this is an unusual offer

you're right. Better take

advantage of it before

our accountant returns

from vacation and reads

us the Riot Act!

I can't resist your

amazing offer. Here is

my S1 bill. (No checks

please. they drive our

bankers mad') Rush me
"MACK," THE MULTI-

PURPOSE KNIFE (Slicer,

Fish Scaler. Beer Can

Opener. Rabbit Skinner.

From-the-Jar Pickle

Snatcher. Fish Holder-

Downer). COLOR-FULL

CATALOG and $2 GIFT

CERTIFICATE.

(Please, only one per

customer. Allow 4

weeks for delivery.)

Address

Zip

haverhill's
Dept. "Mack," 582 Washington

San Francisco, Ca. 94111

29 YEARS AGO

Fuss over

a pair of Flynns
"The U.S. scene," said Life,

"was more than usually con-

fused last week by two Flynn

cases which were getting head-

line readers awfully mixed up."

One Flynn was Edward J., a

Democratic machine politician.

The other was Errol, a movie ac-

tor. President Roosevelt wanted

to send Ed Flynn as his ambas-

sador to Australia, and that

Flynn (right) was trying to

convince a Senate subcommittee
that he was not just a ward heel-

er who had "misused New York
City paving blocks." A U.S. dis-

trict attorney w'anted to send

Errol to jail for statutory rape.

Photographer Peter Stackpole's

picture of him, below, shows Er-

rol on his yacht at the time he

was frolicking with underage

nymphets. Errol beat the rap.

Big Ed did not get his embassy.

Cop



Thirdday free.

Washington'sBirthday Weekend
Sale. Every Holiday Inn through-
out the United States is having a

unique sale during this 3-day

weekend (Feb. 18-21, 1972).

You pay for your room on
two nights, and on the

third night you stay free.

That's a savings of one-
third offthe regular room
rates.

You can save in other

ways, too. Every weekend
ofthe year. Ifyour kids are under
twelve, they stay in your room, free.

And if there are more kids than beds,

we can give you a free crib, or a rollaway

for just two dollars.

And, of course, we also give

you clean, modern accommo-
dations, good restau

rants, televisions

and more. All

at reason-

able rates.

Ah-Ha,The Small Print.

1) Offer applies only to

room rates and only when
you stay at thesame Holi-

day Inn three consecu-

tive nights during Feb.

18-19-20-21, 1972.

2)You must make ad-

vance reservations

and ask for the
"Third Day Free"

special.

So don't be left at home
during the big Washington's

Birthday Weekend.
Make your reservations

now at the Holiday Inn of your
choice by calling the one near-

est you. Then treat your family

to a 3-day vacation for the

V price ofa 2-day weekend.

Holiday Inn.Themost
accommodating

people in the

world.





LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

THE RIGHT TO DIE

Sirs: I want to compliment you on

Paul Wilkes's article "The Right to

Die" (Jan. 14). There is so much pur-

poseless, inhumane suffering in our
country, thanks to "Christianity" and
modern medicine, that I hope you will

keep the idea of merciful euthanasia be-

fore the public eye until reference to it

becomes as commonplace as allusion to

the Pill in population control. Pictorial

coverage of some of our nursing homes
and mental institutions might well has-

ten the process.

A. T. CULBERTSON
Austin, Tex.

Sirs: Your article doesn't even discuss

euthanasia, though it plainly becomes
a threat in the case of Tara Obernauer.
Euthanasia is the pulling to death by
painless means. And that definition

does not differ whether it is defined by
theologians or men of science. In the

cases mentioned, no one is "put to

death," but each is allowed to die as

the result of the infirmity.

There is nothing now, nor has there

ever been, in Catholic theology which
requires any human being to be kept

alive by extraordinary means.
My own state has struggled with this

matter of allowing persons to die nat-

ural deaths with dignity. It will again

come up in our state legislature this

year. But no one hereconfusesthatwith

euthanasia. Euthanasia remains a crim-

inal act, no matter how well-intentioned

the "trigger man"; and it will always

be morally wrong. Many intelligent

Catholics in this state will join forces

with those who also believe that a hu-

man being hasa right toaccept with dig-

nity tlie apparent fate of death that re-

sults from his physical condition.

Rt. Rev. John J.,

Canon Humphreys, V.G.
Pinellas Park, Fla.

Sirs: We must learn to respect the

God-given life force, no matter how de-

formed or diseased a life may be. If we
don't, extremism being the nature of

man, eventually no life will be safe.

Stephen B. Lamken
Seattle, Wash.

Sirs: I don't see how the story of the

mongoloid baby relates to the other two
about adults who lost their will to live.

Tara Obernauer has the will to live. To
survive all she has from her rude birth

on, it is obvious she is fighting for her

life and her biggest enemy is not her af-

fliction but her own mother who feels

nothing but her own self-pity.

Mariane Daniel
Richmond, Va.

Sirs: Though one must sympathize
with the Obernauers, whose problems
were compounded by the birth of Tara,
I find it incredible that these parents

cannot find in their hearts some love

for this helpless infant. If Mrs. Obcr-
naucr's husband's father was in a con-

centration camp and she knows "to

what extent 'mercy killing' can go,"

surely she knows, too, that a few

sparks of compassion worked miracles,

even in the darkest days. How much of

a miracle, medically, love could work

here is a moot point, but the love itself

which is denied this baby could perhaps

work a miracle for her mother and
father. I wish for them that miracle.

Arden Broeckino
Darien, Conn.

Sirs: After reading Mrs. Obernauer's

story, 1 have decided that she does not

meet my personal standards of what I

think a human being should be. Does
this give me the right to put a pillow

over her head?
Isabel Sullivan

New York, N.Y.

Sirs: Mrs. Obernauer has now adver-

tised in a nationally circulated maga-

zine that she has come close to mur-
dering her child, and that she will have

her killed if the opportunity presents it-

self. That the county or state would

allow the child to remain in the Ober-

nauer home is incredible to me.

Susan Speraw
San Gabriel, Calif.

Sirs: I can hear it all now—the out-

raged cries against Mrs. Obernauer! All

from parents of perfectly normal,

healthy children! Only those of us with

severely retarded children of our own
will quietly wipe away our tears and sor-

rowfully agree with her.

They dare to judge Mrs. Obernauer,

these self-righteous paragons of virtue,

and yet they turn their heads and close

their eyes and allow our state institu-

tions for the retarded to exist where our
children will spend their lives in un-

speakable, subhuman existence.

Lorna A. O'Brien
Randallstown, Md.

Sirs: My child was stricken by spinal

meningitis at four months. Now almost

four, Nicky does not walk, talk, crawl,

sit up, understand or hold up his head.

The doctors say he does not have the in-

telligence of a new born and will never

progress more than he already has. A
tragedy? Admittedly he is extra trou-

ble to feed and change, and it hurts not

to sec him running and playing with his

brother. But if Nicky were normal, he

could not in a million years have in-

fluenced more good. A child like this

seems to draw the best out of people

—my husband and me, our friends and
neighbors. His life is not in vain. As for

the Obernauers, the only tragedy I sec

is not Baby Tara, but Mrs. Obernauer's

attitude. And I'm a heck of a lot young-

er and I've borne the "problem" a heck

of a lot longer.

Mrs. Sotirios Holevas
York, Pa.

Sirs: Whether Tara lives or dies is not

as important as what the Obernauers
have done to themselves.

Mrs. John W. Davis

Hickory, N.C.

Sirs: Mrs. Obernauer's inability to

love unconditionally is a greater hin-

drance to being fully alive than any
combination of birth defects.

Paul Rorem
Princeton, N.J.

Sirs: The Obernauers' feelings toward

their baby are astonishing but I will nei-

ther judge nor censor them.

My husband and I would like to

adopt their baby if they are willing. Wc
have one daughter with Downs syn-

drome and two normal sons, so we are

aware of the future difficulties involved.

DlANNE H. BAUGHMAN
Omaha, Neb.

Sirs: After reading this article, my
husband and I and our five children

held a family council meeting and made
the decision that w e w ould love and wel-

come little Tara Obernauer as a perma-

nent member of our household.

In our home she would be loved and
wanted because she is a child of God
and we see and understand her as such.

We are also making our request for this

child known to her parents in hope that

they w ill feel relieved of the child mor-
ally and financially.

Mrs. Lewis S. Franck
Richmond, Va.

Sirs: The amount of mail and phone
calls I have been receiving is fantastic.

I love these people and deeply appre-

ciate their taking time out to write and

call me.

My main purpose in having this ar-

ticle published was that I deeply feel ev-

eryone, if they can, must decide and
help their own destiny and no bureauc-

racy should step in and mess up one's

life. If before I die 1 have succeeded in

having euthanasia passed, then I shall

rest in heaven.

The Bible Belt writes me that EV-
ERYTHING IS HERE FOR A PUR-
POSE. I truly believe this. My barmitz-
vah speech was the same. My purpose

is to fight for euthanasia.

Phyllis Obernauer
Chester, N.J.

DON McLEAN
Sirs: Your article on Don McLean
"Memorable Song for Our Times"
(Jan. 14) was pretty good, but I wish

that people would stop making a fuss

over American Pie and start listening to

his other songs which are so beautiful.

Milly Iatrov
Astoria, N.Y.

Sirs: I'm very proud of the fact that

Don McLean "got his start" at the

Caffe Lena. My faith in him and his

faith in me resulted in many subsequent

appearances over the years. During the

1 2 years of the Caffe's existence many
topflight performers "got their start"

here and have come back » henever pos-

sible: Tom Paxton, Dave Van Ronk,
Arlo Guthrie, Rosalie Sorrels, Hcdy
West, Frank Wakefield, Loudon Wain-
wright 111, yes. even Bob Dylan plus

many others, great and near great, all

respected names in the field of folk mu-
sic. I'm very grateful that the Caffe Lena
was mentioned in the article on Don.
However, it is in Saratoga Springs,

N.Y., not in Syracuse.

Lena Spfncfr

Saratoga Springs, N.Y.

NOSTALGIA
Sirs: Your new section of old pictures

from Liee ("35 Years Ago in Lief,"

Jan. 14) will delight many of us. Our
family recently completed collecting ev-

ery issue of Life from the first in 1936.

What we now have is surely the most
fascinating, unique panorama of histo-

ry to be found.

Eva Sara Wright
Portland, Oreg.

Sirs: My father was working at Fish-

er Body in Flint at the time of the sit-

down strike. Afterward he got a ster-

ling silver medal that showed men sit-

ting around a press. Inscribed on it:

"For valor in action in the great sit-

down strike of 1937."

Victor Van Etton Jr.

Traverse City, Mich.

THE POLISH JOKE
Sirs: Bravo to Ed Piszek and his

"One-Man Crusade against the Polish

Joke" (Jan. 14). As proof of Polish hu-

mor, probably the bestjoke on the Poles

was told by the great Padercwski.

Scholars at an international university

each had to write a thesis on the ele-

phant. The Frenchman chose for his

subject "The Love Life of the Ele-

phant." The Englishman wrote "The
Elephant and How to Hunt Him." The
German scholar wrote "An Introduc-

tion to the Study of the Elephant in

Seven Volumes." The Polish scholar

wrote "The Elephant and the Polish

Question
."

J. T. Kazmilrski

Fort Lee, N.J.

Sirs: You defeated the purpose of the

article because you couldn't resist tell-

ing a Polish "joke" yourself. It was. and
you are, disgusting.

J. P. Jonak
Buffalo, N.Y.

Sirs: American humor, including eth-

nic humor, requires that we be capable

of laughing at ourselves, and to be un-

able to do so is an unfortunate depri-

vation. To attempt to impose such an

affliction upon others is to be perverse.

It seems to be loo high a price that Mr.

Piszek is asking of us to make a point

that no one seriously questioned in the

first place.

Wayne A. Hosek
Panorama City, Calif.

Sirs: It would be remiss if we did not

mention one of the truly great Polish

athletes of our time, Stan Musial.

Harry Milvid

St. James, N.Y.
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navy pilots fight on

CARRIER WAR
The fliers in Vietnam—men like Lt. Commander Jim Ruliffson at left—will be

there a while, no matter who else goes home. The jet that Ruliffson drives can plas-

ter any target in Indochina at a hint of enemy stirring. He and his counterparts

—the air force's B-52s from Thailand and fighters from South Vietnam—are al-

most the sum of U.S. military potency. There are only 139,000 U.S. troops in

Vietnam today, and one reason the fliers remain is to protect the ground with-

drawal. Ruliffson does his job with pride, but the missions he and his men fly are

against increasingly deadly air defenses.They take casualties, lose comrades as pris-

oners ofwar and wonder—many ofthem—whether what they are doing is worth it.

In a cloud of catapult steam, above, a jet moves
into launch position aboard the Coral Sea. At
left, Lt. Commander Jim Ruliffson fills out a mis-

sion report form after returning from a strike.

Photographed by MARK GODFREY



'Either you do what they want, or you

by JOHN SAAR
Aboard the Coral Sea

I he target was North Vietnam: nobody ex-

pected a milk run. High and way out ahead of the

carrier-launched strike force, two Phantom jets

with a garish sunset motif painted on their tails

blasted into hostile airspace. They were decoys,

with the mission of drawing MiG and SAM fire

away from the bomb-bloated dive bombers be-

hind. Pilots call the technique "trolling for

MiGs."

The catch this time was SAMs— Russian-built

surface-to-air missiles—and too many of them.

The 28-foot "flying telephone poles" burst

through the billowing cloud layer and homed on

the two Phantoms. Jinking and diving, the leader

escaped the ambush, but his wingman was

trapped in a thicket of missiles, maybe as many as

1 5 in a few seconds. "There were just too many for

him," said a pilot on the raid, "and one took him

from below and exploded."

Aboard the 63,000-ton carrier Coral Sea a few

hours later, the other 28 fliers in the Sundowners

Squadron heard the news that two more of their

comrades faced indefinite imprisonment in North

Vietnam. The Coral Sea had gone operational in

the Seventh Fleet's Tonkin Gulf cruising ground

- always called Yankee Station—in mid-Decem-

ber, and the first routine missions to the Ho Chi

Minh Trail in Laos had been beguilingly unevent-

ful. The raids over heavily defended North Viet-

nam were another matter, and the loss of an air-

craft jolted the air crews. "Hops over the beach"

could cost lives.

In the low-ccilingcd ready room beneath the

Coral Sea's flight deck, someone discreetly re-

moved a seat back embossed with the missing fli-

er's name, but his picture was still there to be seen

atthe bottom row of thesquadron'sgallery offor-

mal portraits—a young black smiling shyly from

under a big white cap. Before his capture he

shared his cramped cabin, his daughter's letters

and a lot of laughter with another quiet-spoken

lieutenant junior grade. Bill Freckleton. "The

night before, we spent two hours working on the

plans of a mountain house he wanted to build

-couldn't decide on the roof. ... I miss him.

Then the very next day, they moved another guy

in w ith me even while his things were still there."

Freckleton's expression was a puzzled grin.

Naval aviation remains an admirably profes-

sional service. The loyalty and sense of duty that

the army partially mislaid in the paddies of Viet-

nam still prevail. The overall mood is hard to

gauge precisely since, whatever their personal

feelings, most fliers feel obliged to obey com-

mands from above with maximum efficiency and

minimum discussion. In the presence of outsiders

they button up tighter than a self-sealing fuel

In a briefing room beneath the Coral Sea's

flight deck, Jim RulifTson briefs squadron mem-
bers on a coming mission. Behind them, closed-

circuit TV shows jets landing on the carrier.

tank. But the question is there, nonetheless: is

what they're doing worth it?

At breakfast a lone Phantom pilot is scaling a

mound of grits with a fork. "Going back and

bombing the North'' There are strong feelings for

and against. I think it was dumb, but I'm not go-

ing to tell you what I really feel because I signed

on. Either you do what they want," stabbing the

air with the fork, "or you go turn in your wings."

Still, the question lies in the back of every flier's

mind. The mission for now and until someone

says "stop" is to fly as hard as ever to cover the

withdrawal of our forces from South Vietnam.

But the days of silk scarves and "let's go get the

bastards" are over. Years of confusion, compro-

mise and ambivalence over the Vietnam war have

sapped the gung-ho spirit which flowed from the

conviction of right and might. Even the hawks

also have no more fervor for the fray. The war

goes virtually unmentioned. The dangerous mis-

sions go on, but the motivation to defeat a detest-

ed enemy is gone. The fliers find their satisfaction

in the superlative execution of flying, which is

both passion and profession for most ofthem, and

perhaps the chance to test their skills against a

MiG. Of anger or vengeance I found none.

One of the squadron's senior pilots: "Well, it

makes you wonder what it's all about. The war is

supposed to be over, but they are asking us to go

out and risk our asses. It's hard to get people up

for that specially the younger guys. They talk

about 'downing' planes [declaring them techni-

cally unflyable]. Of course they won't do it, but

it's hard for them to understand."

One of the handful of senior officers who run

the flight deck: "The navy will never just quit like

the army, but I think most people are fairly teed

off about it—risking their lives without really

achieving anything. Now if they could hit where it

hurts . . . but it's just a holding action for a grace-

ful withdrawal."

What disturbed some pilots most about the de-

cision to go back over North Vietnam was their

feeling that political rather than tactical consider-

ations governed the timing of the strikes. A solid

cloud screen laid by the northeast monsoon hlan-
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go turn in your wings'

keted North Vietnam. Phantoms without remote

bombing systems were as reliant on planes with

target-acquisition radar as blind men are on See-

ing Eye dogs. And the overcast, pilots claimed,

left them especially vulnerable to SAMs. a costly

lesson learned five years ago at the price of many
lives. Said an angry veteran. "If you can sec the

ground you can pick them up easily at launch.

When they come through cloud the booster is

burned out and they're almost impossible to see.

In 1967 we stopped bombing through overcast be-

cause there was no way of avoiding a fast-moving

SAM. It's crazy to go through it all again."

When news that one of his planes was

down reached Commander Bob
Pearl, he sprang from his "chief-

of-the-herd" seat in the ready room
and ran for the flight deck, breaking a piece of

equipment clean off the first plane he climbed

into. He yanked the surprised pilot out of an-

other plane and drove the Phantom away on

afterburners in a vain but moving rescue attempt.

The records say that Bob Pearl is 38 years old

and that he has had four tours and 400 missions

over Indochina since 1965. Bob Pearl has become

an elder statesman. He more than holds his own
in banter with the ready-room crews but remains

aloof, a trifle melancholy, his expression and feel-

ings masked.

In his cabin he keeps a teak plaque with several

brass nameplates. "These are the people killed

with the squadron. . . . There are some more to

add now. . . . That's why it's not hanging up yet."

Pearl has seen and been through too much to

play political ducks and drakes with a reporter's

questions: Were the raids on the North worth-

while?

"All we can sec arc our losses and no fruits for

our efforts. Why was it necessary to go in? It's a

good question. I think people find it hard to agree

with the party line about covering the withdraw-

al. .. . It was a show of force certainly, and in that

it was effective. But with the weather I think we

weren't too effective on the ground.

"We are flying a lot of missions and we have a

CONTINUED

Lt. (jg.) Clark Van Nostrand. below, is Ru-

liffson's flight partner, navigator and radar in-

tercept officer. Lt. (jg.) Bill Frecklelon. bottom,

has the same job with Ruliffson's wingman.



The war has changed but our role hasn't'
CONTINUED

good handle on the trails, so I think we are pretty

effective. It must be a tremendous effort on their

part to keep the trails open."

Commander, if 500.000 ground troops and

even more air power than we have now couldn't

stop that supply route in live years, how can you

succeed now?

"Yes. well, frankly it does look like a never-

ending task to me." Long pause. "I don't see we

are gaining a great deal by continuing the bomb-

ing except to protect the withdrawal."

Lt. Commander Jim Ruliffson is no average

Phantom pilot—he's a lot better than that. He

joined a Yankee Station carrier for his first cruise

in 1 965 and at 32. with 2.000 hours in his log book

liberally interspersed with green entries for

combat—he qualifies as what in another age was

called an air ace.

Ruliffson grew up in and grew out of Storm

Lake, an Iowa township of 9.000 people, fell in-

curably ill with the flying microbe at college and

wasan NROTC graduate in '62. He notes in pass-

ing that many of his fellow graduates have taken

the five-year option and left the service because of

Vietnam. "Well, you could take the reverse and

argue the rest ofus are nuts." he says, with an I'm-

putting-you-on grin.

The snouts of the Sundowners' planes are

painted with gaping ruby mouths and gleaming

w hite teeth. Ruliffson is one of those individuals

whose face and physique, however inaccurately,

convey aggression. His immense shoulders seem

to come up around his ears. The illusion as he

mounts a Phantom is of a bulldog climbing into a

shark.

Some days after the raids on the North, Ruliff-

son leads a routine two-plane strike on the Ho Chi

Minh Trail near the depot town of Tchepone. His

briefing is careful because his wingman. Gary
Weigand. is anxious to learn. A (light suit zips up

over his Mickey Mouse T-shirt. Around his body

he wraps a G-suit. survival gear and parachute

harness. Against the worst contingency of all, he

carriesa fearsome bowie knife and a mountaineer's

carabiner. which he says he hopes to find a rescue

helicopter to clip onto.

Lt. (jg.) Clark Van Nostrand. RulitTson's back-

seat man, spends a careful five minutes "preflight-

ing" the Phantom—no rivets popped from stress,

armament fused and secured okay. It is not mere

routine: the Sundowners' planes are ten years old

and need 80 man-hours of maintenance for every

one in the air. They carry many patches, suffer

from salt water corrosion and other ills which re-

quire the systematic pillaging of aircraft in the

hangar deck below to supply spares.

Ruliffson stokes his afterburners to yard-long

tongues of white heat. The catapult officer ex-

changes salutes with him. then quite deliberately

turns away and points to the bleakly short bow.

Thecatstrokeisan unforgettable outburst of raw,

brutal power: in 227 feet and two seconds that jar

the pilot's eyes out of focus. 25 tons ofairplane are

flung from the ship at 155 knots.

The Phantom makes a clear-away turn from the

path of the Coral Sea. The two afterburners

—blazing, baleful eyes- glare back as the plane

lances the gray envelope of sea and sky surround-

ing the carrier.

In the first five minutes the two monstrous en-

gines gulp more than a ton of fuel. Ruliffson and

his wingman climb to 20.000 feet and top off at a

waiting tanker.

Rolling in over Laos from 15,000 feet, his eyes

glued to the prismatic gunsight in front of him,



Ruliffson hears Weigand say lhat he's taking

antiaircraft fire. Ruliffson plummets on straight

as a die and "pickles" his four 500-pound bombs

right on the smoke-marked target. Weigand and

his navigator. Bill Freckleton, under fire for the

first time, make a slight error on their dive, which

earns them a schoolmasterly address by Ruliffson

on return. "Bill says he had one eye on those puffs

ofsmoke." he says. "Well, when you're in the run.

the most important thing is you fly and you take

no notice of what's coming up at you."

Is it worth it?

Lnost pilots, Ruliffson has only rarely

seen an actual target rather than a pre-

marked spot in the jungle. But he believes

the bombing of the trail has been effec-

tive: "I couldn't do this at all well if I didn't be-

lieve in it. Sure it's harder to get excited about a

suspected truck park—roadside picnic areas, I

call them—than say the Paul Doumer Bridge in

downtown Hanoi. But the experts in Saigon say

we're stopping traffic better than ever before.

"Politics," Ruliffson agrees, "are changing

the war. It was pretty cut-and-dried for me in

1967. They were firing at us like mad and it

was pretty easy to convince ourselves that

practically anything was a military target. It's

not the same now—they aren't as mobilized.

The war has changed but our role hasn't."

A good litmus question for pilots is how they

dispose of unused ordnance. A Sundowner pilot

says that if he could not make the target he

dropped his bombs "safe." "Before, we'd drop it

anywhere. We had no friends over there." Ruliff-

son, who said he would drop his bombs out at sea.

agreed there had been abuses in the past: "One
squadron was fired on from a small town once.

From then on, they always saved a bomb and

dropped it on that town."

Ruliffson and other pilots don't sec the Coral

Sea and the other attack carriers keeping up the

bombardment indefinitely. "There isn't a guy

here that doesn't think we ought to get out. A cou-

ple of years ago the idea used to be quickly and

honorably. Now I think it's just quickly. ... I

think our raids are going to be stopped."

And he adds quite candidly that he really

doesn't care about the fate of South Vietnam—"I

think the Communists will take over this whole

peninsula someday."

As with all the navy pilots I spoke to, the return

of the prisoners was never far from Ruliffson's

mind. He wears an ID bracelet issued by a Cali-

fornia student organization. It carries the name of

an old friend, Lt. Bill Metzger. who was captured

May 19, 1967. Not until Metzger is returned to his

family will Ruliffson take it off. "The Commu-

nists have the upper hand because they have the

prisoners. The overriding consideration back in

the States is to get those pilots back. We want

those guys back." The memory of those flak-

plagued raids of five years ago and the years of im-

prisonment endured by close friends since then

have unavoidably influenced Ruliffson's attitude

toward the Sundowners' recent loss: "We notice

a feeling of bewilderment among the junior guys

that we older guys didn't seem to care about those

two not coming back. But this is nothing to the old

days, when we lost a lot of people." Then with

those amazingly clear 20-20 eyes fixing his listen-

er: "We shed all the tears we were going to then.

We don't have any left."

So, it seems that the attack carriers of the Sev-

enth Fleet, doomed to act as floating mail-order

houses for high explosives, will sail on and on.

Flying Dutchman-fashion, until—as the joke has

it—they run aground on their own accumulated

garbage. Meanwhile, Jim Ruliffson has to answer

his 8-year-old daughter Lisa's question, "Daddy,

are you fighting?"

A catapult on the Coral Sea flings an A-7 fight-

er into the air—a jarring burst that in two sec-

onds brings the aircraft's speed to 155 knots.



The Hughes Affair, starring

The announcement on Dec. 7 that McGraw-
Hill would publish Howard Hughes's auto-

biography, with excerpts to be published in

Life, set off a furious succession of events. As

they unraveled day by day and even hour by hour,

the man at the center of developments was not

the mysterious billionaire Howard Hughes, but

the curious figure of a minor writer named Clif-

ford Irving, who claimed that Hughes had collab-

orated with him on an autobiography.

I first met Clifford Irving last April, introduced

to him by McGraw-Hill's Executive Editor Bev-

erly Loo. She had told me about the Hughes proj-

ect only after extracting a pledge of total secrecy.

At that time the book was only in the talking

stage; there was no manuscript of any kind to

read. The property belonged outright to Mc-

Graw-Hill, but Life was invited to participate in

world magazine and syndication rights. I had nev-

er heard of Irving before and did not recognize

his name, but I had heard of his most recent book,

Fake!, the story of an art forger named Elmyr de

Hory.

Cliff Irving's account of his first meeting with

Hughes was elaborately complicated. At a lunch

with me and Beverly Loo, he showed a handwrit-

ten letter purportedly from Hughes, on lined yel-

low paper, thanking him for the copy of Fake!

that Irving said he had mailed to Hughes at the

Desert Inn in Las Vegas. An exchange of letters

led to phone calls from Hughes to Irving's writ-

ing studio in Ibiza, Spain. Finally the first meet-

ing was arranged todiscuss possible collaboration

on a book. Irving was told to come to the Buck-

ingham Hotel in New York City. There he had

several phone calls from Hughes at odd hours,

and eventually was told to go to an American Ex-

press office and pick up a plane ticket that would

be there in his name. Irving and Beverly Loo went

together. Yes, there was a ticket for Mr. Irving.

It routed him through New Orleans and Mexico

City to Oaxaca.

When he checked into his hotel at Oaxaca, a

man who identified himself only as Pedro tele-

phoned to say that he would take Irving to "Oc-

tavio." It was the first Irving had heard of this

pseudonym, which was to become the code name
for the book project. At dawn "Pedro" (a young

Mexican) drove Irving up to Monte Alban, the

ruins of the ancient Zapotec civilization on a

mountain outside Oaxaca. There, sitting in a soli-

tary Volkswagen at the edge of a parking lot, was

Howard Hughes.

This is the story Clifford Irving told me when

we met. It is a story he has told repeatedly, and

swore to in an affidavit filed in the New York Su-

preme Court. According to Irving, if any word

leaked out. Hughes would drop the whole thing.

This secrecy provision was later written into

Life's contract with McGraw-Hill: "knowledge

of the terms and/or existence of these agreements

shall not be made known to anyone except an ab-

solute minimum of responsible Officers of Life."
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I was skeptical about anything involving How-
ard Hughes, for reasons familiar to all journal-

ists, but I felt relaxed because there was a con-

tractual clause that said if Hughes failed to au-

thorize the book, Life was released from its agree-

ment with McGraw-Hill, which would refund to

Life all sums paid for the property. Another

clause stated that if we were not satisfied with Ir-

ving's complete notes for the book, we were free

to withdraw.

I was right to be skeptical—and certainly wrong

to feel relaxed.

During the late spring and summer months

I saw little of Cliff Irving, but his pub-

lishers reported progress. Irving was get-

ting interviews on tape and they were being tran-

scribed. If McGraw-Hill and Life were pleased

with the material, we would make the decision to

go ahead. If not, we would call it all off. In mid-

September it still seemed as simple as that.

At 9 o'clock on the morning of Sept. 13 three

McGraw-Hill editors and two Life editors met

at Cliff Irving's two-room suite in New York's

Elysee Hotel. Cliff Irving was there with his

"notes"—almost 1 ,000 pages of transcribed con-

versation. We spent two days going through the

boxes of paper, passing batches of pages down
the line from one reader to another.

It was marvelous stuff. Outspoken, full of rich

and outrageous anecdotes, as well as detailed ac-

counts of Hughes's youth, his moviemaking, his

career in aviation, his business affairs, his private

life, his opinions and crotchets. He explained why
he phoned people on business matters in the mid-

dle of the night (he kept strange hours anyway,

and it caught them at their weakest moment). He
explained his philosophy of business negotiation

(one man always plays lion, one man plays don-

key, and it is always better to be the lion and eat

the donkey). He told business yarns ranging from

high finance in TWA to the time a high-ranking

corporate friend was caught swiping a box of

cookies from the supermarket. Even the boring

parts were persuasive: Howard Hughes has al-

ways been fascinated by the minutiae of aircraft

design and performance, and the transcript had

lots of it. I think we had all sat down to read

with hope but with severe doubts. We finished

with the conviction that these 1,000 pages of talk

were authentic.

Since then, more than two dozen other people

have read the book manuscript and have invari-

ably found it convincing. Some of the readers

knew a good deal about Hughes; all thought that

the tone of voice, style and substance were not

only convincing but beyond the likelihood of in-

vention. Dell bought the paperback rights and

Book-of-the-Month bought the book club rights,

both for extremely high figures.

Excitement over the transcript was, however

diluted by two events. Irving reported that How-
ard Hughes suddenly wanted more money than

the contract called for, and that if he didn't get

it, he was prepared to return the entire advance

payment and take his book elsewhere. McGraw-
Hill was understandably stunned and angry, but

finally agreed to increase its payment. Nobody
was very fond of anybody else at that point. Ir-

ving returned to Ibiza to edit the transcript into

a reasonably orderly book.

The other event was a rumor, soon confirmed,

that another "authorized" Hughes book was go-

ing the rounds of publishers, this one by a man
named Robert Eaton. McGraw-Hill asked Irving

to get in touch with Hughes and see if they could

speed up the announcement of the book.

Irving had always said that it was Hughes who
did all the calling, so there was no guaranteed

way to reverse the process this time. But a few

days later he said Hughes had called him inde-

pendently in Ibiza and, after hearing the prob-

lem, agreed to write McGraw-Hill.

Sure enough, a letter arrived from the Baha-

mas addressed to Harold McGraw, president of

McGraw-Hill Book Company. Dated Nov. 17,

it was a nine-page handwritten letter full of ful-

minations and instructions. It gave permission to

announce the book as soon as McGraw-Hill made
its final payment of $325,000 required by con-

tract. This was done.

McGraw-Hill began work on a press release.

We had a manuscript that we all believed in. We
had a set ofdrawings and paintings of Hughes (see

cover) which had been prepared by Irving's artist

friend David Walsh on the basis of Irving's sup-

posed sketches and observations. McGraw-Hill

had signed contracts, and a guarantee from a

Swiss bank that H. R. Hughes had endorsed and

deposited their check. Clifford Irving was hard at

work, converting tape transcript to book manu-

script, and we thought Howard Hughes was sit-

ting back, wherever it is he sits, waiting for his

authorized autobiography to be announced.

That was how things stood until Dec. 7, the day

of announcement.

Officials of the Hughes Tool Company, no-

tably Chief Counsel Chester Davis, said in-

stantly that the book had to be a hoax. Davis

and others kept saying that we had been taken

in and they could prove it. Legal action was

threatened. And Howard Hughes said nothing

to call off his people.

With the project no longer secret, McGraw-
Hill and Life began collecting evidence which

eventually included every scrap of authentic,

officially accepted Hughes handwriting. This was

given to the New York handwriting analysis

firm of Osborn Associates, an organization high-

ly respected in the study of disputed documents,

whose testimony is regularly accepted in court

cases as expert. The Osborns compared the

accepted Hughes documents with all the Hughes

handwriting in McGraw-Hill's possession, in-

cluding letters and the H. R. Hughes signa-

tures on checks and contracts. The Osborn

. Copyrkjl



Clifford Irving by RALPH GRAVES Managing Editor of Life

firm reported the evidence was "overwhelming"

that everything was written by the same hand.

On the afternoon of Dec. 1 4 an old Hughes as-

sociate telephoned Frank McCulloch, Chief of

the New York Bureau of the Time-Life News Ser-

vice. McCulloch knows H ughes as well as any liv-

ing journalist and was. in fact, the last reporter to

interview Hughes face to face (in 1958). The mes-

sage was that Howard Hughes wanted to talk to

McCulloch, who could be trusted to recognize his

voice. There was one condition: Chester Davis

would have to place the call.

McCulloch, Time Inc. Lawyer Jack Dowd and

Time Inc. Vice-President Donald Wilson were

present for the call, which McCulloch hoped to

tape. Chester Davis arrived with supporting law-

yers and placed a long-distance call by credi< card,

dialing so that no one present could tell what

number he was calling. The connection was bad,

so Davis asked the other party to call back. Af-

ter this was done, Davis turned the phone over

to McCulloch.

McCulloch then held about a 30-minute con-

versation with a voice that he believes, in his best

judgment, belonged to Howard Hughes. At the

beginning McCulloch asked to tape the call, but

the voice refused. The voice denied ever meeting

Irving or working on the book.

After Chester Davis and his lawyers left, Mc-

Culloch reported to us. Irving had arrived in New
York and knew the call was imminent. When he

phoned in for a report, McCulloch told him about

he voice's denial of both book and author and

tat fact that a lawsuit was threatened. Irving's re-

sponse, McCulloch said, was consternation: how
could that possibly be Hughes? And how could

he possibly have said that?

The phone call from Hughes, if that's who it

was, shook everybody. Convinced as we were that

the manuscript was authentic, the only explana-

tion ror Hughes's denial that made sense to us

went like this: when Davis and the other Hughes

executives first learned of the book through the

McGraw-Hill announcement, they persuaded

Hughes that theexistence and outspoken contents

of such a book jeopardized Hughes's vast busi-

ness interests; therefore he must deny it.

McCulloch himself approached the Hughes

manuscript with real skepticism, but his reading

of it convinced him that it was absolutely authen-

tic: it was Howard Hughes talking. During the

next few days McCulloch had several long ses-

sions with Clifford Irving about his meetings with

Hughes. Hewas impressed by Irving's detailed ac-

count and his descriptions of Hughes's behavior

and mannerisms.

On Jan. 7 a group of seven reporters held

the celebrated—and later televised—three-hour

conference call with a voice they all identified

as Howard Hughes. Afterward Irving insisted

that it could not have been Hughes talking,

and he worked up a list of discrepancies that

proved to him it must have been someone else.

Irving certainly acted confident. He was willing

and eager to talk to any reporter who called

him. He made an appearance on the CBS show

60 Minutes and discussed the book at length

with Mike Wallace.

Meanwhile during the first week of Jan-

uary McGraw-Hill and Life had set in

motion an investigation of the Swiss

bank account in which the three checks to "H.

R. Hughes" totaling 5650,000 had been depos-

ited. Since the Swiss banking laws provide many
layers of secrecy for depositors, information was

extremely difficult to get, but this investigation

proved crucial.

On the morning of Jan. 19 our lawyers were ac-

tually in court in New York, arguing against a

temporary injunction to prevent our publication.

While proceedings were in progress, preliminary

information arrived from our investigations in

Switzerland: it appeared likely that Howard R.

Hughes the industrialist was not the H. R. Hughes

who had opened the account and endorsed at least

two of the checks. (It was to come out later that

H. R. Hughes was "Helga R. Hughes," an at-

tractive woman in her mid-30s.)

No one had ever assumed that Hughes had

gone in person to Zurich to open an account, but

we had believed that the account had been opened

in a legitimate way and that the check endorse-

ments had come from Hughes himself. Our law-

yers promptly went back and told the judge we

were voluntarily postponing publication until

these new questions about the account could be

answered.

One day later, on Thursday afternoon, Jan. 20,

a meeting took place at McGraw-Hill. For two

hours Clifford Irving went over the new develop-

ments with top McGraw-Hill officers, Frank Mc-

Culloch and me. If somebody else, not Howard
Hughes, had opened the account and endorsed

those checks, Irving said he could see only three

possibilities: (I) he had been dealing all along

with an impostor posing as Howard Hughes; (2)

Howard Hughes, for reasons of his own, had used

a trusted agent to cash the checks in a way that

would obscure the transaction; (3) Irving was an

impostor who had perpetrated a consummate

hoax. Irving said: "I discard the third possibility

and I hope you do too." He then explained why

the first theory was absurd: a Hughes impostor

would have had to be 6' 3", very thin, appear to be

in his 60s and look like Howard Hughes. He
would have to know every detail of Hughes' life,

be an excellent actor and also a master forger, be-

cause several of the McGraw-Hill documents had

been written in Irving's presence. Irving couldn't

believe in such a super impostor, so that left only

the trusted agent theory, Irving argued.

But there was at least one other major pos-

sibility that Irving did not mention: the manu-
script might be genuine Howard Hughes, but the

material might not have reached Irving in the way

he claimed. Hughes is reported to have kept vo-

luminous records and tapes of his conversations

over the years, and a disloyal or greedy employ-

ee could have stolen copies.

The next day Irving flew back to his family and

home in Ibiza. Just before he left, McCulloch had

another long talk with him. One other person was

present: William Lambert, a Pulitzer Prize-win-

ning investigative reporter who had been on the

Life staff for the last eight years. Both reporters

have had long experience exposing phony stories.

After the session, McCulloch and Lambert agreed

that if Irving was a con man, he was the best that

either of them had ever met.

After a quick few days in Ibiza, Irving returned

to New York City last week, bringing his wife

Edith and family. Trouble was waiting for him

in large quantities. A New York State grand jury

summoned him to testify in an investigation of

possible fraud. A federal grand jury was also ly-

ing in wait. With the help of McGraw-Hill and

Life, U.S. postal inspectors were investigating the

possibility of fraud. And more crushing than ev-

erything else, it was learned last week that the

woman who appeared at the Swiss bank as "Hel-

ga R. Hughes," disguised by wigs and makeup,

was actually Mrs. Clifford Irving.

At their home on Ibiza last week. Clifford Ir-

ving (above left) and his wife Edith enter-

tained reporters and their neighbor Elmyr

dc Hory (standing at right), an art forger

who was the subject of Irving's 1969 book

Fake! Below, they read about themselves.







In 'Cabaret'

a second-generation

star finds her own
strong voice

"I've worn jeans in all my movies. Now I have

a chance to be glamorous at last, says Liza

Minnelli. In the film Cabaret, she plays a bed-

jumping nightclub performer (right) in 1930 Berlin.

Every
now and then, in the tilt of a head,

the glance of an eye, in the edged poi-

gnancy of a lone figure on a spotlit

stage, Liza Minnelli reminds the world of

someone it has never forgotten: her late moth-

er, Judy Garland. Through three films and years

of nightclub performing (next page), Liza has

been pursuing the gleam of her own stardom.

Now she has found it, unmistakably. As Sally

Bowles, a three-quarters-pretty drifter in pre-

Hitler Berlin, she is funny and stirring in the

forthcoming movie version of the Broadway hit

Cabaret. While Germany slips into madness in

the background, Liza dances, croons smoky

three-in-the-morning melodies and bitter bal-

lads, and acts with the easy authority of some-

one born to style. At 25, Liza Minnelli is still

Judy's daughter, but now she is her own woman.





/

Belting, torching, swinging sensu-

ously, Liza goes through her night-

club act in a San Juan, Puerto Rico

hotel. At the end, bathed in sweat

and submerged in applause, she

squats on the stage (below right)

and joins in the clapping. At far

right, a cast member kisses her.

Below, she puffs a calming ciga-

rette during a rehearsal session.

She's a veteran of six tc

he scene is not the Berlin of the '30s, but the Puerto

Rico of the 70s. The Club Tropicoro of the Hotel El

San Juan, jammed with relaxing crapshooters, is a lit-

tle more modern than the nightclub floor Liza Minnell

commands in Cabaret. What's more, a well-behaved pop-

rock group, American Sunshine, is on hand to support Liza

with a rumble of contemporary songs. But when you get

right down to it, Liza's act is practically a one-woman

show, a sweaty, pounding emotional dialogue between a

live audience and a lively performer. Her show runs about

70 minutes, which is unusually long, moving from socko

showstoppers like Al Jolson's My Mammy to swooning

torch songs. Six yearsof professional nightclub work, much

of it in the jaded showrooms of Las Vegas and Lake Ta-

hoe, still haven't extinguished Liza's affection for what she

calls "the schlockiest business in the whole world. But

the loot is good." She will follow Cabaret with more film

roles, including, she hopes, the part of Zelda Fitzgerald.
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Ifyou'regoing to flyover
3000 miles ofwater

to aplaceyouve never been,
you need an airline that

can give you more
thanahot mealandamovie

For the past 25 years airlines have been pro-

moting hot meals and movies so hard that, today, most

people can only think of airline service in terms of

'when do I eat and what's the movie!'

At Pan Am. we don't

think that's a basis for choosing an

airline.

One, because when it comes

to cabin service most airlines (includ-

ing us) knock themselves out to be

best, and the result is pretty much a

standoff.

And two, for the kind of money a ticket

abroad costs, you should get an airline that can give

you more than a $5.00 meal and a

$2.50 movie.

You need help planning your trip.

If it's done riyht. planning your

vacation abroad can be almost as much fun as

going. Figuring out where to stay. What to see.

How to best do all the things you want to

do in the time you have. And how to keep well

within your budget.

It 's also the t ime to get al 1 you r questions

answered. What kind of clothes should I pack?

Is it safe todrink the water? Do I tip waiters and

cabdrivers the same as 1 would here?

We have more than 50 offices in

the United States alone, staffed with people ^9
who have the answers to these questions

and who are willing and able to help

you with every single aspect of vacation planning.

Copyrighted material



In addition, there are more than 7,000 Pan

Am travel agents who can arrange any kind of vacation

abroad you'd like. From a complete pre-planned tour

(having invented the air tour, we offer a wider selection,

to more countries, than anyone) to simply making air

and hotel reservations for wherever you're going.

And if you'd like to make the best $5.00 travel

buy you've ever made we suggest you pick up a copy of

the PanAm world travel guide at your bookstore or

PanAm office. It's called "New Horizons»World Guide"

and it contains information about every major city in

the world ranging from the most famous sights to the

best restaurants to the availability of American
cigarettes.

It even tells you how to get from the airports

of your destination to your hotel.

[ftftgflGfM c^lSl

You need help once you're there.

We don't believe an airline should say good-

bye at an airport. Because while you're on vacation

sometimes things crop up that you could use

some help with.

You run a little short of cash. Or you
realize that mail from home isn't

getting to you.

You might find you have some extra

time to take some side trips you
hadn't planned on but don't know exactly

which side trips to take.

In short you need someone you can
turn to for help and advice.We are that

someone. Because the chances

are, wherever you are, we've

got an office nearby. And in that

office we can exchange currency

for you, cash your check in an

emergency, give you special city maps in

English so you know where you're going.

We even have a "post office" system for Pan

Am passengers where you can pick up your mail. Or
have it forwarded. The people in our offices know the

area and can give you hints about that interesting little

side trip or a little restaurant that's terrific but which

hasn't made it into the guidebooks yet.

You may even come to like one place so well,

you 11 want to stay a few extra days. Our worldwide res-

ervations computer, PANAMACx can arrange changes

in schedule with the press of a button or two.

And you don't pay anything extra for any of

these services. Or the prevacation planning. Or your

Pan Am ticket.

You need to feel confident about your airline.

When you fly on Pan Am you're flying on the

airline that opened more of the world to air travel than all

other airlines combined.

You're flying on the airline that helped develop

and introduce virtually every major aircraft ever used in

commercial service. Including the 747. And we were the

first airline to fly over 3 million passengers on the 747.

Our experience in flying is so vast that last

year alone, 17 of the world's airlines sent their pilots and
maintenance crews to us for training.

For the same reason, over 10 million people

flew with us.

PanAm
The world's most experienced airline.
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Liza grows up. The first picture was taken when she

was 2, the second at 3, the next two at 9 and 1 3. As

a teen-ager (third row) she began singing and made

her stage debut, off-Broadway, at 17 in Best Foot

Forward (right). At 19 she won a Tony in Flora, the

Red Menace (fourth row left), then made Charlie

Bubbles, her first movie, when she was 21 . The Ster-

ile Cuckoo (bottom left) brought an Oscar nomi-

nation. At bottom right, she appears in Cabaret.

In 1950 for her fourth birthday, Liza was pre-

sented with a French poodle from her mother and

fother, Judy Garland and Vincente Minnelli. Her

famous parents were divorced the following year.

Coping with 'fairy

tales about Mama'
While most performers can concentrate their energies on their

own careers, Liza always has to reserve some to cope with

what she calls "all those fairy tales about Mama." The endless

questions about Judy Garland, what she was really like, and

what it is like to be her daughter, have not ceased in the two

and a half years since her death. Mickey Deans, Judy 's last hus-

band, recently sent Liza a copy of his book about her mother

with a note saying "I hope you like it." Before reading the

book, Liza recalls, she felt like sending back a note saying

"What if I don't?"

Yet in her own conversation, Mama— and her father, Vin-

cente Minnelli, the film director—crop up frequently. "I live for

the present but I've spent my life building memories," Liza says.

"My childhood may have been awful but it was truly exciting.

Looking back, I wouldn't want it any other way." She was shut-

tled between more than 20 schools, depending on the state

of her mother's fortunes, and she remembers wearing clothes

that weren't nearly as nice as the ones other kids had. At

13, she weighed 165 pounds. "But all the greats of Hollywood
CONTINUED



CONTINUED

came calling. I was always thrilled by the people I met."

Liza's head is filled with anecdotes about her mother, lovingly

—but realistically—recalled. "Once I was closing in New York

and Mama thought it was terrible that no one had planned a clos-

ing night party. So she decided to give me one, at the Waldorf.

I went over to see what was happening. There was caviar, cham-

pagne, tons of hot hors d'oeuvres. Then it got to me. Mama
didn't have any money, and she had charged the whole thing to

me. But she got her party."

After the famous joint Judy-and-Liza concert at the London

Palladium in 1964, Liza realized that her mother could be very

competitive. "I wasn't Liza. I was another woman in the same

spotlight. It was just too hard for me to cope with." But shortly

thereafter, she remembers, "Mama's competitiveness just dis-

appeared," and what followed was, unexpectedly, "a period

of unparalleled motherhood."

Even so, however, Judy was "always calling for attention,

but in a glamorous way." Liza explains her mother's suicide at-

tempts as an example of this. "They were silly, half-hearted

but glamorous. She never took her suicides that seriously. I knew

her well enough to know that when she died it was an accident

and that's why I demanded an autopsy. If all the people who
keep a spot in their hearts for my mother's tragedies knew the

truth, they would be disappointed. She had a good life, she had

fun. Everything was like an enormous party. If there was a calm,

she couldn't stand it. She'd make things happen. I loved her for

that. She educated me, you know, she educated my initiative. My
father gave me my dreams but my mother gave me my drive."

Early one morning, after she has belted out a few songs to bol-

ster the sagging act of an old friend, a comedian working a sec-

ond-rate hotel, Liza is stopped in the hotel lobby by a woman
who gushes, "You sing better than your mother!" Liza turns to

her friends. "Did you hear what she really said?" she asks.

"What am I supposed to say?" But during the standing ova-

tions at the end of her own nightclub act, when someone always

shouts "Sing Over the Rainbow" Liza knows what to say. She

shouts back, with a proud, loving smile, "It's been sung."

JIM WAITERS

On a side street in old San Juan, Liza hugs her fa-

vorite dog, a mutt named Ocho. She found him sev-

eral yearsago inthe same area and takes him—and

her three other dogs—everywhere she travels.



When you buy a Gremlin, you
get more than a great little econ-

omy car that's fun to drive.

You get a car that's been road-

tested and checked over so thor-

oughly, we make this promise:
If anything goes wrong and it's

our fault, we'll fix it. Free.

And, if we have to keep your
car overnight to fix it, over 1900

When you buy a new 1972 car from an American
Motor* dealer, American Motors Corporation guarantees

to you that, except (or tires, it will pay for the repair or re-

placement of any part it supplies that is defective in material

or workmanship.
This guarantee is good for 12 months from the date

the car is firsi used or 12.0O0 miles whichever comes first.

All we require i*. that the car be properly maintained

and cared for under normal use and service in the fifty

United States or Canada and (hat guaranteed repair* or
replacements be made by an American Motor* dealer.

AMERICAN MOTORS
BUYER PROTECTION PLAN

dealers will loan you a car. Free.

Finally, you get a name and toll-

free number to call in Detroit if

you have a problem. And you'll

get action, not a runaround.
Nobody in the business does

all this for you after you buy a car.

Which is probably why people
who've never bought a car from
us before are buying one now.
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To saveyour day:Tampax tampons.

The day is yours.

Clear. Dazzling.

Sun sparkling on the snow.
All yours to enjoy, despite what

day this is.

Thanks to Tampax tampons.

Go ahead and wear those sleek

new pants. Go ahead and throw
those snowballs. Any dav can be

yours with Tampax tampons.
Because they are worn internally

nothing can show or make you
uncomfortable.

Only Tampax tampons offer

you Regular, Super and Junior

absorbencies, so every girl

can feel as great as you do
right now.

No wonder more girls like you
depend on Tampax tampons
than all other tampons combined.

To save every good day
that comes your way.

% i
TAMPAX

AX
M MADE ONLY BY

~
H TAMPAX INCORPORATED, PALMER, MASS.

Our only interest is protecting you.

I
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They were children during the wild storms of the '60s;

now they are finishing high school. They are wary

of almost everything: of protests, of experiments

with drugs, sex and communes.

They want security, stability and material comfort

No use for illusions

r

An English class al Tcaneck High in the New Jerse> suburbs: students arc suddenly more concerned with the practical than the idealistic

by SARA DAVIDSONThey cannot remember a lime w hen I here was

no Vietnam war. They were 8 when John

F. Kennedy was shot. Some of them recall it with

eerie precision, not because it was shocking to

them, but because of the depths to w hich it dis-

turbed the adults in their world. The assassina-

tion signaled the atmosphere in w hich they would

grow up: an atmosphere ofviolence and sudden-

ness, in which unforeseen e\ents could wipe out

what, seconds before, had been certainty.

They were lOwhen the antiwarmovement grew
to national proportions. At 12, drugs were avail-

able to them. At 14 or 15. sex became an issue in

their relationships. They lived through every-

thing, if not directly, then vicariously through

television: the Chicago convention riots, the start-

ing ofcommunes, sensitivity groups al Esalen and

the killings at Kent State.

They are 16 and 17 now. in the last years of

high school. They are the generation that many
of us expected to be so advanced that by the time

they came of age. they would be ready to leap be-

yond the ground just broken, into reaches where

we w ould be at a loss to keep up. I nstead. it seems

that what they want at this moment is not new-

ness, experiments and more change, hut rather.

CONTINUED
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CONTINUED

security, stability, persona! fulfillment and ma-

terial comfort. Having tried activism, many are

now uncertain about what it is possible to achiev e

through mass protest.

I have always felt uncomfortable making gen-

eralizations about people. But in the past three

months. I have been talking with high school stu-

dents at more than a dozen schools, mainly

around San Francisco and New York, areas

which, in the recent past, have tended to be in

the vanguard of political and social movements.

While I found a great range of personality dif-

ferences, there emerged, again and again, percep-

tions that were similar, feelings and reactions that

uncannily mirrored one another. I had not in-

tended to conduct a survey, but was looking for

one school, one group of young people I could

get to know over a stretch of time. After visiting

four or five places, though, I began to feel that

the common themes which kept bobbing up were

more intriguing than any single group.

wWhat is so interesting about all the young peo-

ple I met is that they have a high awareness ofam-

biguity, shading, irony and contradiction. They

do not leap with blind passion; they are suspicious

of extremes. They are not seekers, nor do they be-

lieve in Utopia. They have no heroes or villains be-

cause they see only people, w ho are. by nature, im-

perfect. They are not much interested in com-

munes or the collective experience, and while they

have an open approach to sex, they are not hedo-

nists, and want honest commitments. They don't

take a condescending view of their parents.

"That's just another thing they hand you down

—to be a youth you have to hate your parents."

Allen Veloria, a student in San Francisco, said.

"We don't feel that way—that it's 'us' against

'them.'
"

They are not dazzled by promises and they are

skeptical of the slogans of the counterculture as

well as the Establishment. Example: Billy Har-

vey. 16. lives in Pound Ridge. N.Y.; long blond

hair: lanky grace; alert, mirthful eyes. He is not at-

tracted, he says, to radical politics, dropping out.

communes or spirituality. "They used to tell ev-

erybody their life should be like this: college, job.

marriage, children, and a split-level in the sub-

urbs. Now it's: 'Son. when you turn 16. you drop

out of school, go live with 30 people, dope your-

self silly and have a different girl every night.'

Well, that's a lot of bull, too." Billy cares about

music, art. his friends, his family and money. "I'd

really like to have a lot of it, as long as I enjoyed

what I was doing to earn it." He went to a rally

at which radical lawyer William Kunstler spoke.

"Kunstler told us. everybody quit school and we

won't have any more Vietnam. I listened, but I

knew it was garbage. I fit was really going to work,

I'd do it, but I knew it was unrealistic."

It is easy to misread this statement and jump

to the conclusion, as have Senator Edward Ken-

nedy and others, that the mood of youth is "un-

comfortably reminiscent of the Silent Generation

of the '50s." But it is not that at all. The young

people I spoke with still feel strongly opposed to

the war in Vietnam and the draft, and many say

they would risk jail rather than serve in the army.

They have an abhorrence of violence and a sen-

4a

'I don't know
what can be

gained by

activism'

sitivity to injustice that would have been totally

foreign to the insular, complacent cocoon in

which students, and perhaps everyone, passed the

'50s. What is being mistaken now for apathy

seems, instead, an exhaustion with the techniques

of dissent and a refusal to invest further energy

until there is greater chance of positive return.

Beyond this, young people differ greatly from

those two decades ago in their attitudes toward

sex, morality, drugs, the environment, and par-

ticularly in their view of women. They have not

bought the ethos that went unquestioned in the

'50s—the narrow definition of loyalty and patri-

otism, the sanctity of the nuclear family, and the

illusion of representative democracy. A student

in Connecticut says, "In history we study about

our rights and our voting power, and then we

read in the paper about the junk Congress did.

We're powerless! Nobody represents us at all."

No area in the country has been so affected by

the social storms of the last decade as San Fran-

cisco. The newscasters on television have shoul-

der-length hair, the telephone operators say "Far

out" when a line comes through, teachers in pub-

lic schools wear fatigue jackets and jeans, and ev-

erywhere there are alternative institutions.

For a year and a half, though, there have been

no political actions or underground papers in the

high schools around San Francisco. The people

who are teen-agers now were 9 or 10 when every-

thing began. And while it was difficult not to be

swept up by the infectiousness of marches, music,

exotic clothes and celebrations in the parks, they

received it all secondhand. They did not make the

counterculture, but became involved in it because

their friends or family were, because it was excit-

ing, or simply because it was there. They were too

young to understand what it really meant.

Suzette Curran. 16, who went to junior high

within sight of People's Park in Berkeley, says.

"I used to dread walking down Telegraph Av-

enue because I was afraid of looking too straight.

I was dressing and talking and doing things for

them. I didn't know why I was doing any of it." I

was to hear this repeatedly, on the East Coast as

well: "We were doing things without knowing

why." Dan Bach, a senior in Berkeley, says he

started going to demonstrations six years ago be-

cause "a lot of my friends did. Later I wanted

some belter excuse, so I thought about it and came

up with reasons. But after three or four years,

when I saw nothing getting done. I got disillu-

sioned and quit altogether."

Because the actions came before the under-

standing, these young people are now hypersen-

sitive to the faddish clement in trends such as veg-

etarianism, meditation or building bombs. They

want to be sure that, as was expressed in a song

by the Who at the top of the charts this fall, "We
don't get fooled again."

What they are seeing in the cold afterlight is

the outer trappings of a movement without ex-

periencing the motivation out of which it grew.

Most of the high school people with whom I've

been speaking do not feel a strong desire for in-

ner liberation, or a consuming need to strive for

collective solutions to people's problems. So they

look at some of the institutions and rituals which

developed as expressions of such needs and find

them, to their puzzlement, hollow.

But that is not the whole picture. Let's listen

to the views of a 16-year-old girl in New Jersey,

Eve Borenstein. who. as long as she can remem-

ber, has always been "running around doing

everything, trying to experience as much as pos-

sible." She is active in student government at Tea-

neck High School, serves on every youth advi-

sory board in the town and plays clarinet in the

school band. Eve has long, dark, curly hair, part-

ed in the center, and despite a low voice and a

taste for sloppy clothes, a decidedly soft, reach- i

able quality.

In the fourth grade. Eve began writing protest

letters to politicians, and later sent an abusive

message to President Nixon. In the ninth grade,

she and three friends organized a strike in their ju-

nior high on Moratorium Day. It was a high mo-

ment: sitting on a hill, watching the school empty

and a thousand students stream into a park for a

rally. "It convinced a lot of kids the war was ri-

diculous, and we got kids to work after that."

In a short while, though. Eve began veering

aw-ay from politics, partly out ofdismay at the ris-

ing mood of violence. "The polarization of the

country really scared me. When people started

saying. 'When the revolution comes.' I thought

the revolution would simply be everybody kill-

ing off everyone else. Any goals and ideals would

have been the first things lost. I personally got

fed up. Who wants a messy revolution that just

sets up another government that's self-serving to

those who brought it about? I'm not going to drop

dead politically. I'd love to change people's opin-

ions. But 1 don't know what can be gained

through the activist movement."

This sense of frustration was voiced again and

again: "I lost faith."

"My priorities changed— I have other things

to worry about, like getting into college."

"I got disgusted—the last peace meeting I went

to turned into a fist fight."

"I tried for two years and saw it was impos-

sible to change things."

I could not help pointingout, at these moments,

that all political struggles require longefforts. Fig-

ures like Lenin and the men who brought about

the American Revolution would have scoffed at

giving up after two years. (It was significant, I

think, that when I mentioned Lenin, people usu-

ally thought I was referring to John Lennon.)

"Maybe they had a real problem. Maybe we
don't," said a boy in New York.

CONTINUED
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Girls at Teaneck High admire a friend's engagement ring. Most now

consider experiments such as group sex and group marriage "ridiculous."

CONTINUED

"Maybe Lenin didn't start when he was 12

years old."

"Maybe we're not that dedicated."

Andy Groom at Balboa High in San Francis-

co said, "Really being a radical is a big hassle

and maybe we're not willing to go that far just

for a fad."

Out of the 120 young people I talked with

—which is offered only as the most subjective

sample— I did find a handful who had not lost

faith and planned to work for a socialist revo-

lution. I also found a handful who said they

thought President Nixon "hasn't done a bad

job." Almost all the students, even those who dis-

trust the political process and believe there is no

such thing as a good government, say they plan

to vote because, as one put it. "there definitely is

a lesser of two evils."

Most of us do not carry about the exact memory
ofwhat high school was like. But one visit can in-

stantly turn back the years. This happened to me
ona fall afternoon, driving up to the tree-lined en-

trance to Teaneck High. It was the end of lunch

period, and clusters of girls were standing on the

grass, taking quick, exaggerated puffs on their cig-

arettes, which they held with two fingers, the wrist

flicked back in a pose of confidence. Boys in kha-

ki army shirts gunned their cars in the parking

lot, the radios turned high and Don McLean's

voice soaring out the window: "Bye, bye. Miss

American pie." On the steps, kids were eating

hamburgers wrapped in transparent paper, and

drinking milk from cartons. Inside, there was the

'Really being

a radical

can be a big

hassle'

steady clank clank of hall lockers. The clothes

were different from a decade ago when I was in

high school, but the postures, the unwritten

codes and manners—the gestalt -is absolutely

unchanged.

What comes back so painfully is how rigid and

restricted the high school world is—very nearly a

caste system. The same small groups eat together

each day, always meet at the same place on the

grounds and would never dream of trying, for a

change, to spend an afternoon with people from

another group. When I asked students how they

liked their schools, one of the first comments was

invariably, "There are too many cliques."

At Teaneck High. Andy Brotman is one of

those golden people—there are a few in every

grade—to whom everything seems to come easy.

Tall, with large brown eyes and dark wavy hair,

he is self-assured, bright, well-liked and admired.

He would be described as really "cute"—the

word high school students bestow on both sexes

as a measure of physical desirability. Yet Andy
told me he was unhappy with "the social track-

ing system we have, where divergent cliques de-

velop. I think this is the worst problem among
youth in the entire nation. Students are not to-

gether—that's a myth. It's a matter of status

which group of kids you go around with, and the

groups keep people out unless they pass certain

standards."

The major divisions at Teaneck. which were

the same at other schools I visited, are: the freaks

or hippies; the "jocks," who have short hair, go

out for sports and are politically conservative;

the "greasers," who work on their cars, drink,

and often have skirmishes with blacks: the "ac-

ademic types"; and "social club types." There is

almost no mixing between races and religious

groups. At Teaneck there is a "black door" where

the black students congregate, as well as sepa-

rate doors for the freaks and the greasers.

The fact that these divisions are so powerful

and intimidating, despite the great stress placed

by the counterculture on love and the collective

spirit, suggests that a tight social system may be

serving a universal need of this age group—the

need for structure, boundaries and clear lines of

authority. 1 could not understand, at first, why
so many of the young people I met were talking

about the importance of security, when only a

few years ago teen-agers were running away from

home, dropping out of school and drifting about

the streets in epidemic numbers. But a psychol-

CONTINUED
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ogist, Barry Sherman, who works with adoles-

cents and is writing a book called The Transi-

tional Man, pointed out that "the ones who ran

away thought they were running into a move-

ment. They were escaping a chaotic, insecure sit-

uation at home for what they thought would be

a new 'family.'

"

Now, of course, there is no movement for teen-

agers to run to. The communes don't want them,

the East Village and the Haight-Ashbury have

burned out, and no major leftist political groups

have been formed since the fragmenting of SDS.

This leaves young people planted in their home-

towns, where they complain "there's nothing to

do." But they are not all that anxious to sub-

merge themselves in the flux they have come to as-

sociate with life "out there." Tom Mayer, 16, who
lives in New York, told me, "Your generation

was eager to leave the home. But in our gener-

ation there are people old enough to leave home
who don't want to. My own family acts well as a

unit and I feel insecure about leaving it."

Because they grew up knowing only the turbu-

lence of the '60s, security has taken on heightened

meaning. Dani Schulz. a slender, spirited blond

who goes to school in Riverdale, N.Y., said, "My
boyfriend wants to be a farmer, but I want a

source of income, a sense of security that if the

crops fail, I'll have something to fall back on."

When a boy in her class said he planned to travel

and work at odd jobs, Dani asked, "Wouldn't

you like a home base? Wouldn't it be really hard

having no roots, just roaming about in a trailer?"

X inancial security was a great concern. Unlike

the last generation, which recoiled at the sterile af-

fluence of the suburbs, these young people want

enough money to "have a certain amount of lux-

uries." Matthew White of Mill Valley, Calif., who
considers himself a revolutionary, believes, how-

ever, that he'll end up living in a suburb. "I'd like

to say money doesn't mean much to me, but I'd

like enough to live in the way I'm accustomed.

Marin County's awfully nice."

There was a deep fear of there not being enough

wealth in the country to go around. I spent an eve-

ning with five boys in Tenafly, N.J., a suburb

where many teen-agers have their own cars and

take going to college for granted. But they were

troubled about the recession and the scarcity of

professional jobs. Jack Malick. who is 1 7 and has

lived in Chile as an exchange student, said that af-

ter college he would like to take a few years and

just float, "but I'm tied down to responsibility.

You have to save, to be ready for an emergency.

You have to deal with practical things."

I had difficulty concealing my dismay. "If

you're so cautious when you're 21, if you don't

feel free then, when will you?"

Jack said, "You might not. It's idealistic to

think you can just live free. If you want to trav-

el, to go skiing and have nice clothes, you need

money."

After a time, I found myself increasingly disin-

clined to compare these young people with any

previous groups. I felt they should be viewed sole-

ly in their own context. I began to suspect that the

illusions ofprogress and moral advancement with

1 want to love

the person I go

to bed with

the first time'

each generational cycle may be simply that—an

illusion. That patterns of behavior and values

swing back and forth with no moral or aesthetic

implications. Left-right, puritan-libertine, ro-

mantic-classical. In short, that there is no getting

higher, merely to the other side.

Yet each time I talked with another set of stu-

dents, I felt an almost reflexive impulse to recall

what my own views had been at that age. Late one

night, I dug out a battered red notebook called

"My Private Life," in which, from the age of 13

to 16, 1 wrote about my friends, family, books, TV
programs, food ("I hate most vegetables"), prob-

lems and dreams. To my amazement. I read, on a

page headed "Plans and Goals," what I had en-

visioned for my future at the age of 15: "I plan to

go to college, study dancing, take up modeling,

join a sorority and have fun. Either I will be a

dancer and have my fame, or a teacher. Then I

want to marry a rich professional man and settle

down, possibly doing part-time work, and raise a

family of three." I stared at the page, wondering

what the connection was between the girl who
wrote that and me. Had I really been that naive?

I asked a 16-year-old in Berkeley, Susannah

Temko, what she thought she would be doing in

five or ten years. Susannah is a lissome, open crea-

ture with honey-colored hair that falls to her

waist. She seemed to me enormously sophisticat-

ed and wise. She had been embroiled in politics

before she was 12. was exposed to drugs, tried

yoga, "faked meditating," attended an encounter

session and became highly sensitized to the aspi-

rations of Third World people. She thought a few

minutes about my question.

"Four years from now I'll be 20. I'd like to be

going to school part-time and be in a dance com-

pany, maybe being supported by a modeling job.

I would live with a guy, probably in Europe,

spending summer in the country and winter in a

city. In ten years, I'll have a steadyjob back in this

country. I think it's really important for a woman
to be financially independent. I'd like to be an ar-

chitect, or if I'm a dancer, I'll be performing. I'll

be at least 26 before I get married

—

if\ do. And
I'll wait till I'm about 30 to have kids."

There it was, the same innocent unawareness

of how a life works out. the lack of under-

standing that certain choices exclude other pos-

sibilities, and if you're going to be a dancer

you're not going to be an architect, living in

four places simultaneously. Yet the key differ-

ence between Susannah's forecast and mine is

that she does not have the illusion that all her

energy and striving will evaporate and all her

needs be fulfilled at the magic moment she ac-

cepts marriage and motherhood. My friends in

high school all were terrified that if they didn't

get married by 24, they would be (just saying it

froze our blood) old maids. By contrast, not

only Susannah but every young girl I met said

there was no hurry to get married. Many felt no

need to marry at all unless they wanted children.

I did not find much enthusiasm for women's lib-

eration, however; it was seen as another move-

ment someone else started and therefore was mis-

trusted. "I'll liberate myself," Rosemary Reiss, a

New Yorker, said.

The easing of sexual codes has created an awk-

ward situation where teen-agers absorb a great

deal of information about sex long before they feel

the need for it. Vicky Devany, 1 7, of Teaneck,

says, "At 13, I knew more from reading all these

phenomenal things about sexual practices than I

had experienced. 1 think our generation will be

really blessed not to have guilt about sex—just to

see it as a natural, beautiful thing."

But the majority I spoke with do not take sex

lightly. "I'm not for jumping into bed after the

first hour," many of the boys said. A girl in New
York who has had a steady boyfriend for six

months said, "My mother told me the only argu-

ment against premarital sex was that you might

not be mature enough to handle the emotions.

That's all she said and left it up to me. I was so im-

pressed with her statement that I decided, think-

ing about my own maturity, that I didn't know
myself well enough. I'm only 16. so why rush into

it just because it might be fun?"

The range of individual solutions varied, from

girls who, at 15, were living with their boyfriends

in apartments paid for by their parents to peo-

ple who were 17 and believed that virginity was

important.

Julie Whitener, from Coalinga, Calif., said, "In

my head right now I'm scared of sex. I want to love

the person I go to bed with for the first time. I

don't want him to walk out the next day and say,

'Ha ha, I used you.'
"

Tim Webber, a friend of hers, interrupted: "If I

go to bed with some chick, I'm in the same posi-

tion as you. But if she rejected me afterward, I'd

think it's her loss."

Julie: "You're not half as emotional as a

chick."

"I probably cry as much as you do."

I t was interesting that almost all the boys as

well as the girls said casual sex was undesirable.

This was a direct reversal of what I heard from

teen-age boys only four years ago. at a school out-

side Boston which had just initiated sex education

programs. The boys, at that time, said they

wouldn't touch a girl if they respected and loved

her. If they wanted sex. they tried to pick up girls

they considered "not nice," whom they would

never see again.

The students I met this year also emphasized

fidelity. "It should be natural that if you love a

person, you don't go out and have other scenes on

the side." Group sex, group marriage and almost

all kinds of experimenting were dismissed as "ri-

diculous." "If it's hard for a couple to make a

marriage last, six people would break up even

CONTINUED
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faster," a boy in Mill Valley said. "There would

be six times as many problems."

There was strong prejudice against groups, and

a fierce desire for privacy. Loretta Ewing. a black

student in San Francisco, said. "I think com-

munes are a real drag. I want my own money, my
own things and to be my own individual. If I have

a man. I w ant just the two of us to be together."

Experimenting with drugs also seems to have

peaked. While marijuana is ubiquitous and in

many places smoked on school grounds, acid and

hard drugs are not being sought. A boy in New-

York said, "When we were 13, we were militant

about taking drugs. I went through a stage of

dropping acid every day. Now things have cooled.

Wc respect people who say they aren"t smoking.

Before, we would have thought them outsiders."

Many times in recent years, but especially while

working on this piece, I have been overcome with

curiosity to know what happened to the people I

went to high school with. The fantasy was to have

them flash on a screen, like miniature Person to

Person sketches. There would be X. sitting at din-

ner with his wife and children, and his emotional

state would somehow be revealed through the tab-

leau. Click—there's Y—click—there's Z—click,

click. The point, of course, was that I wanted to

see them all in varying degrees of misery, to be sat-

isfied that I had come out better and thus even the

score. For I had the idea, during those years, that

I was the only one who suffered much. Everyone

else had an easier time of it.

The fallacy of this was demonstrated beyond

question by the experience of listening to teen-ag-

ers: hearing attractive, talented young people say

they are worried because they have few friends,

and are frightened about their future, their capa-

bilities and even their sanity. Adolescence has al-

ways been a rocky time and. even worse, it seems,

a time of fear that one is different from the others,

'Being happy

is the only

reason

I'm alive'

more tormented, morecrazy. The interviews tend-

ed to turn into psychological discussions, because

the students were usually more concerned about

their personal feelings than about public issues.

They were always surprised to learn others had

the same problems. One girl, who was going

through a period of painful self-criticism, said, "I

don't want to tell my parents because they'll get

alarmed, and I'm afraid to tell my friends because

they might agree with my criticism and drop me."

Some of them spoke nostalgically about their

early years. "I'd like to be six again." "I'd want

to be seven or eight." "Ten was a great year."

"No! By ten you were getting too serious."

Andy Brotman said he felt completely deprived

of his childhood, "because we were thrown into

social problems at such an early age. We never

had a time of innocence when we were unaware of

these large issues.""

Despite their worldliness, however, much of their

thinking is tentative and paradoxical. Their views

will change markedly in the next few years, and I

wonder if they will be as shocked to come upon

them in print as I was to read the entry in my di-

ary. What will be their perspective? There are in-

dications that values are shifting. Many of the

teen-agers 1 spoke with said their younger broth-

ers and sisters are more conservative and cautious

than they are. Two or three years ago, students in

the high school underground marveled that their

younger siblings were more radical and political-

ly involved than they had been in junior high.

It would be interesting to try to measure the

psychological effect of the turning of the decade.

While there was no rational basis for it, the gen-

eral expectation was that the end of the '60s would

mean the attrition of the movements and tensions

w hich gained force during that period. As a teen-

ager in San Francisco related, "New Year's Eve

of 1970 was really traumatic for me. I could see

all the events of the '60s so clearly in my head.

But I had the feeling it was like everybody was

graduating, and whether we wanted it or not, time

was going to move us somewhere else."

TXhc cumulative weight of everything I had

been hearing did not hit me until one starless

night, when I was driving across Berkeley with

Angela Mackey. a black student who is extraor-

dinarily sensitive and strong. She will be the first

person in her family ever to graduate from high

school, and she plans to work her way through

college and become a psychiatrist. We had spent

the evening talking about books, babies, the Black

Panthers, the end of the world, and then we had

fallen quiet. "I hope your article gets across to

people." Angela said, stepping out of the car,

"that we're not so different from all of you."

It occurred to me, at that moment, that I had as-

sumed for some time that the pace of social

change would accelerate unchecked for the rest

of my lifetime. That each year would bring new

movements, new demands and questions, new

pressures and shocks that would cause me to al-

ter my thinking and adjust my habits. And I had

been happy about this, for I believed that when

change stopped, one grew old.

Now. driving alone through the fog lights of

San Pablo Avenue. I considered the possibility

that the future would not go according to my as-

sumptions. And I was neither elated nor de-

pressed. I remembered being told once by a friend

that because I am an Aquarius. I would expe-

rience a major life change every 30 years, where-

as he, a Sagittarius, would have one every three

years. When I protested, he said, laughing,

"There's no need to be dissatisfied, because that's

all the change you'll need."

Before falling asleep. I leafed through my note-

books, looking for an interview I recalled vague-

ly. When I found it. I could hear the squeaky

singsong in which a boy in New York had said,

first, that nothing would probably change when

his generation came to power, and. second, that

things were going to get a lot better slowly. "I

don't know which is right." he had said, and

pushed his long red hair off his face. "But last

year, when I realized how frustrated I was get-

ting about politics. I decided that being happy is

the only reason I'm alive on this earth. Once I'd

said that, I felt better. Now I'll see what there is

—realistically- -that I can do. I want to help oth-

ers, but my own happiness counts also. I'm just

taking things as they come."

Eve Borenstein, 16. remembers she was "always running around doing every-

thing." Now she feels there is little to be gained through militant protest.
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beautiful finish. It comes in^more happy OIKCTWI |-WI HQ I IS.
colors than a jarful of jellybeans.

And you clean up everything with

just soap and water. Morethana paint store.
cop



nere ships and men come ashore to die

—rom the time of the early Portuguese explorers, the gale-swept coast of

_ South-West Africa has been known as one of the most perilous shore-

lines in the world. A deadly combination of driving southwesterly winds,

shifting undersea sandbars and dense morning fog has left centuries of

ships— galleons, clippers, whalers and fishing vessels— scattered along the

thousand-mile stretch of sand and rock. Their battered remains explain its grim

nickname, the Skeleton Coast. Even today some half-dozen ships die there each

year, adding to this mighty marine graveyard: in 1 969 the Portuguese coaster at

right went aground in the fog. Shipwrecked men face the impenetrable barrier of

the great Namib Desert, a 40-to-80-mile-wide wilderness of rolling dunes, sand-

blasted flatlands and dry river courses lying between the sea and the habitable

inland plateau of South-West Africa. "I am proceeding to a river 60 miles

north," reads a message dated 1860, scratched on a slate with a nail, "and

should anybody find this and follow me and give me food and water—God will

help him." On this desolate coastline, the message was not found for 82 years.





In a lonely graveyard (above) close to the

ghost town of Pomona lie the remains of a

dozen men who came to the desert dia-

mond fields seeking their fortunes. Today

this diamond-rich region of the Namib is

forbidden territory, guarded by jeep pa-

trols, searchlights and helicopters. But il-

legal prospectors still slip into the desert,

and some still die there in the hot winds

which endlessly rake the dunes (below).
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ot adventurers who dreamed of riches

Today lillle is left of Pomona
but crumbling masonry eroded

by blowing grit (left), and a

few gaily wallpapered houses

of the old diamond workers,

now half filled with sand.

Gaunt tombstones in the midst of desolate dunes, and the half-

buried remains of crumbling ghost towns, bear witness to the

Skeleton Coast's single, and often deadly, lure—diamonds.

When diamonds were first discovered near the fishing port of

Luderitz in 1908, hordes of fortune seekers poured in by boat

and overland from the Cape to stake a quick claim. Early ar-

rivals didn't even have to dig. They picked up stones on the

beaches, or delicately flicked them out of the sandy surface of

a dune with the point of a knife. Mining towns sprang up in the

desert. Fan dancers performed in casinos and girls took baths

in wine. One town near the coast even sported a swimming

pool. But the easy pickings were soon gone, and big finds be-

came rare. Men wandered farther into the desert and some

died of thirst. Soon the big South African diamond companies

moved in, and most prospectors were happy to sell off their

small holdings. Today the whole southern territory (almost a

third of the Namib Desert) is controlled by the De Beers com-

pany, to which it yields vast riches: $56 million in stones each

year, one-fifth of the world's total production of gem diamonds.
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"he prevailing southwesterly wind has carved a

stark grandeur out of the tumble of sandhills and

rocky crags that edge the Skeleton Coast. It blows

ceaselessly at 30 to 40 mph for six months of the

year across some regions, laden with abrasive sand and

mica that can strip the paint off metal in a few hours. This

wasteland shelters life in surprising variety— birds, jack-

als, hyenas, even antelope— but the absence of water is

crucial. The welwitschia, a plant that lives for some 1,500

years, may send a tap root 60 feet into the ground to reach

moisture seeping through the sands from the interior moun-

tains. Less adaptable vegetation cannot survive. The beau-

ty of the Skeleton Coast is the terrible beauty of death.
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Shown here about life-size, red garnet

crystals lie among quartz pebbles in the

sand. "Where you find diamonds you

always find garnets, say prospectors.

Blown sand has scored this soft slate

(above) over thousands of years, and

gracefully shaped a sand dune over-

night (right). In a brief time it may ob-

literate the antelope's delicate tracks,

and perhaps completely bury the dying

trees. In this southern region of the des-

ert, some dunes rise to a thousand feet.

eneath
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Stranded a quarter mile inland by the shift-

ing shoreline, a German liner that struck

a sandbar in 1909 lies half buried in the

desert sands. The wreck occurred within 20
miles of a mining settlement, and passengers

and crew were able to row safely ashore.
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A Cochran brother and his sisters

make up 21.5% of the U.S. ski team

V'STi

The Olympics Become
Down the hill they come, the remarkable offspring of Mickey

and Ginny Cochran of Richmond, Vt. (pop. 1,200). There is

Bobby, one of America's top two downhill skiers. And Mar-

ilyn, the U.S.'s best in the special slalom. And Barbara Ann,

No. 1 in the giant slalom. And Lindy, the youngest of the Coch-

rans but potentially the best of them in another four years.

Four world-class skiers from one tight-knit family: the achieve-

ment of a benevolent but hard-driving father-coach and a hill

that rises straight up from their backyard—complete with

rope tow and a 20-gate slalom course.

Brothers and sisters racing together on the ski circuit are

not that uncommon. In the 1964 Olympics, for example, the

Goitschel sisters of France each won a gold and silver medal.

But on the eve of these Winter Olympics, the Cochran family
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Bobby Cochran, who is 20, kneels behind his sisters

—Lindy, 18, Barbara Ann, 21, and Marilyn, who will

be 22 on Feb. 7, while she competes in Sapporo.

Beneath the memorabilia of ski victories, the Coch-

ran family starts dinner, a hearty and informal affair

which proceeds, buffet-style, amid ski talk and TV.

a Family Affair
stands unique. Three of them (Lindy didn't make it) are mem-
bers of the 14-man U.S. team. In 1968, the Americans failed

to win a single medal. If they are to win any at Sapporo, the

chief hope seems to lie in the Cochran sisters and in 21 -year-

old Tyler Palmer, who comes from yet another ski family in

Kearsage, N.H. Neither Cochran girl made the '68 Olympic

team,- but at the 1970 world championships, Barbara Ann was

second in the special slalom and Marilyn third overall. Bar-

bara Ann won two World Cup races last year while Marilyn be-

came the first American ever to win the French champion-

ships. Brother Bobby, meanwhile, may still be overmatched in

the downhill, though his courage is unchallenged—he has

been skiing all season with painful torn ligaments in his right

ankle, which holds up only when encased in a ski boot.



Mickey

Barbara Ann, Marilyn and

Bobby were in grade

school (left) when they

began winning local "lol-

lipop" races. On a week-

end several years later

the Cochrans brought

home 12 trophies, mugs
and silver plates Mickey,

their father, loves to talk

skiing. At right he dem-

onstrates a point about

weight shift-"to the

downhill ski"-and the

proper use of ski poles

-"out in front of your

body, not trailing behind."

Mickey demands a tough regimen.

Above center, the kids climb the

hill by their house. Then they will

run back down through the slalom

gates, using their poles as if they

were on skis. Above, Bobby holds

Marilyn's feet as she does 50 sit-

ups with a 12-pound weight. At

training camp in Bend. Oreg.. right.

Marilyn runs before breakfast.



them on a backyard slalom course
The Cochran kids have skied a lot of great

slopes in Europe and North America, but

ask Marilyn which mountain is her favorite

and she'll tell you, "The Cochran Hill." In

1960, Mickey Cochran scouted northern

Vermont for a place where he could build a

training course for his four kids and finally

found exactly what he wanted: a two-story

frame house at the foot of a sharply pitched

hill that could be skied as fast as almost

any slalom course. The whole family helped

clear the land, Mickey built a 400-foot rope

tow, and next year his kids were barreling

through the slalom gates every day after

school, until they could handle the hill at

top speed. "We learned more on our little

course than we could have anywhere else,"

says Marilyn. "On a regular mountain you

waste time on the chair lift. Here we made

a run every couple of minutes."

Mickey and his wife, Ginny, were both

avid skiers—he once raced nationally—and

all of their kids were on skis by the age of

5. "We didn't have money for baby-sitters,"

says Ginny, "so we brought them along."

The young Cochrans' racing careers be-

gan informally in local "lollipop" events,

named for the prize given to any kid fin-

ishing the course. When they moved to the

new house, Mickey started a training pro-

gram, beginning with simple calisthenics

and a 20-pound weight bar. As the kids be-

came more and more interested in racing,

conditioning became a year-round thing and

Mickey installed lights on the course so they

could train at night.

"When we started, I just wanted them to

have a ball going through the gates, with-

out any pressure to win," says Mickey. He
made it clear to his kids that if they didn't

enjoy themselves, "We'll forget'about ski-

ing in a hurry." As they progressed, the de-

sire to race came naturally. "I literally had

to drag them off the hill at night."

Mickey brims with enthusiasms and

ideas. He has the right instincts on how to

handle each of his kids— let each develop

his own style. Barbara Ann, a compact 5'1",

"scoots" through the slalom gates almost ef-

fortlessly, whereas the 5'7" Marilyn flails

away, her arm flying, driving off every turn.

"When she really cuts loose," says U.S.

women's coach Hank Tauber, "nobody in

the world can touch her."

Mickey won't be going to Sapporo, but

Tauber knows the value of his contribution.

"People are always looking for gimmicks

to explain the Cochrans," he says, "but it's

really their whole environment: the close

family, the father, the hill, the kids with

the talent and their desire to work. They

work harder than anybody on the team."

WILLIAM BRUNS



PARTING SHOTS

Now you can
shimmy like your

sister Kate

Until now, American belly dancing has always had a certain

seedy aura about it, seldom suggesting anything more refined

than a county carnival hootchie-cootchie. But these days bel-

ly dancing is enjoying a remarkable surge in popularity, ap-

pealing to thousands of perfectly respectable women across

the country as a dandy way to exercise, and maybe raise

their husbands' eyebrows a notch or two. Enrollment at New
York's Stairway to Stardom is currently 600, double last year's,

and includes grandmothers, schoolteachers, a lady stockbro-

ker and at least one grimly determined women's liberationist,

who undergoes the bone-twisting routine once a week be-



cause "it's something men can't do." The new breed of belly

dancer usually avoids the stage, performing instead in front

of family or close friends— if she performs at all. Most wom-
en take the lessons merely for the exercise, which tightens

up the abdomen, legs and ankles. New York's leading in-

structor is a veteran named Serena, who once performed in a

nightclub but prefers the more academic life. She stresses re-

spectability. "We are trying to create something," she chides

a class that has been showing more bosom than belly. "Your

costumes may be revealing, but they must have an air of

mystery. Now tighten up your bras and let's start class.

Belly-dancing instructor Serena

conducts a class in a mirrored

hall so her students can follow

their movements. She is work-

ing up a series of TV films to

teach belly dancing as a new
form of morning calisthenics.

During a beginners' class. Sere-

na teaches Mrs. Jayne Squires,

right, a grandmother, "an undu-

lating torso movement" which

helps to firm up the stomach.
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Finger cymbals, which are be-

ing demonstrated above, are

clanged together loudly during

the fast part of the dance.

Serena, below, leads an in-

termediate class through Indi-

an head movements, helpful

in eliminating double chins.



PARTING SHOTS

A dare encouraged Cassie

to shake off her reserve

Six months after Cassie Kernan began her

belly-dancing lessons (she is at extreme left

on page 66), she was at a costume party in

her jewel-spangled $135 harem outfit. "If

you can't do the dance, you shouldn't wear
the outfit." a friend challenged. Cassie took

the challenge, and now the 27-year-old New
York socialite and mother of two has be-

come an accomplished and enthusiastic

dancer. She happily agreed, with her hus-

band's approval, to demonstrate the art

(below) at a recent party at the U N.

ti- ll-



We have very few things in common.

I love French food. I le loves steak. I like spending money.

He likes to save it. He's very outgoing. And I'm sort of quiet.

I5ut when it comes to basic things, like what \vc

want out of life, we always agree. What wc want is each other.

A diamond is forever.




